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Purcell in quarterfinals;
MCCH sets new dates
plays No. 2 Conners today for 'Be Trim' program
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News In Brief
Public gives Reagan approval
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President Reagan begins his second
term with the approval of 68 percent of the people surveyed in a
Washington Post-ABC News poll published at the beginning of
this week.The 68 percent job approval rating is Reagan's highest since an
assassination attempt was made on his life in March 1981, the
Post said. Twenty-eight percent said they disapproved of
Reagan's handling of his job.
Among men, 75 percent rated the president favorably compared to 65 percent among women.
Blacks gave Reagan a higher rating than any other time, 37
percent.
The telephone poll of 1,505 adults was taken Jan. 11-16. It has a
-marg-in-e4.error--of-a-pereent:
-

'Grenada breaking relations
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada ( AP) — Grenada's new government
says it has broken diplomatic relations with Communist North
Korea.
A Foreign Ministry spokesman said the North Korean Embassy in Guyana, the base of the non-resident ambassador to
Grena4, was notified of the move Thursday.
Parliamentary democracy returned to the tiny Caribbean
,island in December after 4% years of Cuban-backed leftist rule
and a year of interim administration following a U.S.-led invasion that overthrew a radical military junta.
The break of relations with North Korea was foreshadowed by
a statement read by Governor-General Sir Paul Scoon at the
opening of Parliament on Dec. 28.

41,

Elsewhere...

9

By Tim. Aarbelalled Pres*

NEW YORK — Both side's claimed a victory — of sorts — after
a federal jury determined a Time magazine article linking Ariel
Sharon with the 1982 massacre of Palestinians had not libeled the
former Israeli defense minister.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, pushing for
renewed CIA backing of Nicaraguan rebels in the face or congressional opposition, is raising the specter that Iran may funnel
arms or terrorists into leftist-ruled Nicaragua.
W.4SHINGTON — Radio Marti, the Reagan administration's
bid to "tell the truth" to the people of Cuba, is still on the drawing
board 14 months after being authorized, generating impatience,
puzzlement, and consternation among its backers.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. — Discovery's astronauts, their
conversations encoded, were ready today to deploy a $300 million
super spy satellite whose fate depends on a $50 million rocket
stage which failed its only other shuttle assignment two years
ago.
W4SHINGTON — An internal Union Carbide Corp. safety
report says there was "real potential for a serious incident" in
West Virginia of the type of toxic gas leak that killed more than
2,000 people in Bhopal, India.
CHICAGO — Waste Management Inc., the world's largeSt
waste handler, will challenge the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's proposed $6.8 million fine against a subsidiary for alleged violations at a Vickery, Ohio, site, company officials say. The
penalty is the largest ever sought by the federal government
under the Toxic Substances Control Act.
WASHINGTON — Many women who had babies by Caesarean
section may be able to deliver subsequent children vaginally
without fear of serious complications, according to new medical
guidelines released today.
HONOLULU — From an extinct volcano nearly 14,000 feet high
on the Island of Hawaii, astronomers peer into the universe with
a vision nearly unequalled anywhere on the globe.Howevet,
sightseers, skiers and others are also using the mountain in growing numbers, and their activities sometimes interfere with the
scientists' work.
Today in History
Today is Friday, Jan. 25, the 25th day of 1985. There are 340
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 25, 1915, the inventor of
the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell, inaugurated transconl
tinental phone service in the United States. Bell, in New, York,
repeated his famous words from 1876. "Mr. Watson, come here,-I
want you," to his assistant, who was in San Francisco.
Today's birthdays: Television newsman and author Edwin
Newman is 66. Actor Dean Jones is 54. Actress Elizabeth Allen is
51. Actress Leigh Taylor-Young is 41.
Thought for today: "The prevalence of 'y'know' is one of the
most far-reaching and depressing developments of our time." —
Edwin Newman.
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LOUDY
Today: Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of light
show with little if an accumulation. Becoming Aftly
with temperatures falling to
'hear 20 by late afternoon.
Gusty northwest wind 15 to 30
mph.
Tonight: Becoming partly
crOudy.-Viiy-Cold wiu4n a,*
to 10 above. Northwest wind
decreasing to around 10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354,8
Barkley Lake
354.9

CCHS HOMECOMING COURT NAMED — One of the above six
juniors and seniors at Calloway County High School will & named the 1985 Basketball Homecoming Queen prior to the school's
home game against Ballard County Memorial High School Friday night. Clockwise from bottom left are Kim Thompson, the
daughter of Walter and Nancy Thompson; Lori Roberts, the

daughter of Fred and Phyllis Roberts: Vicki Edwards, tht
daughter of Dan and Sondra Edwards; Terri Malcolm. the
daughter of Verlyn and Lanita Malcolm; Amberly Moss, the
daughter of Russell and Rachel Moss; and Michelle Marine, the
daughter of Don and Carol Marine. •
Staff pilot° by ke.th 110.den

Farm bill would end price supports
From AP,staff reports
The federal tobacco program,
including price supports and
production quotas, would be
phased out over a five-year
period under a Reagan administration proposal,
Agriculture Secretary John
Block says.
The proposal, which will be
part of Reagan's 1985 farm bill
to Congress next month, also
calls for direct payments to
farmers during the transition
period, Block said.

Price supports would be
eliminated for all commodities,
not jusr tobacco, over the five
years, he added.
"Yes, they- will all phase (out)
over five years. Tobacco will not
be alone. Everything." Block
told The Courier-Journal
Thursday.
The proposal, if implemented,
would have an impact on
Calloway County farmers who
grow tobacco and row crops.
Will Ed Clark, general manager
of the Western Dark-Fired

Tobacco Growers Association.
said he was "very disappointed"
with the proposal. "We have lots
of producers right now that
would be in pretty rough shape if
it was not for the support program to help them."
Hamp Brooks. Jr., director of
the Graves County Adult
Farmer Program, said the administration is "attempting to
make a major market move
with farmers in the midst of
some of the worst problems they
have had since the Depression."

' The proposal would allow
tobacco prices to fluctuate with
market demand and would allow
any farmer to grow the crop .
Currently. farmers are allowed
to grow a certain amount of
tobacco each year, called a
quota, and only those with
quotas are allowed to sell their
tobacco. In return, they are
assured a certain minimum
price for the leaf.
Brooks said lifting quotas
(Cont'd on page 2)

12th Street work revielsed

Puryear: construction no problem
night where he fielded questions
from councilmen. A general consensus of concern Was expressed
about possible traffic problems
stemming from the project.
"It could be a hazardous situation with the increased traffic."
said Councilman Keith Hays
The council's concern about the
effectiolthe project on all facets
of the city's operation was
answered by Puryear. who said
his department would expedite
the' project's completion and
minimize "hindrances" to the
city.
Construction bids for the project are scheduled to be let June
21, said Puryear. who added the
delay In the bids was caused by
problems with rerocating
utilities.
In other action, the council
will join with other Kentucky
cities in a
wsuit challenging
the legality of House Bill 240,
which requires cities to offer
their employees a County
E.A)oyees
-1
'
. ---.1114411matesth ...R. Aiefibc transttion from current pension program& to the CERS plan range
from 813 million in Owensboro's
case to an estimated 8121,568 in
Murray's case. The city's curJohn Puryear (left) is shown meeting with city council members Thursday evening to discuss the
_
reconstruction ot.teth Street.
(roitt'd
On
page 2)
Kollin
pbob
by
Plowillea
SUR

By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Department of Transportation
representative John Puryear
says his department doesn't

forsee any problems with the
12th Street-U.S. 641 construction
project within the city limits,
and the Murray City Council
unanimously approved an or:

dinance to work with the Department of Highways during the
project.
Puryear met with the council
during its meeting Thursday
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of tobacco in Lynn Grove, said
he believes scrapping the pricesupport system would reduce
prices and prompt more
farmers to grow tobacco.
"There's not much money in
beans now," and without quotas
more farmers would gray the
more profitable tobacco, he
speculated.
Under the current tobacco
program, any tobacco that cannot be sold for the support price
is purchased by farmer-owned
cooperatives with federal loans,
which do not have to be paid
back immediately.
The tobacco is held in a pool,
ideally until it can be sold at
higher prices later. The federal
government had to .write off
some loans ill recent years
because of excess tobacco that
didn't sell. Subsequently, the
government began assessing
growerslees in 1982.

stand much chance in the Congress *and said they would not
receive his support.
Hopkins was among the
lawmakers who met privately
with Block and David Stockman,
Reagan's budget director, about
the proposal Wednesday.
Block said the direct
payments to farmers would be a
**type of deficiency payment,"
which some farmers get now
when certain commodity prices
fall below target amounts.
Going to a free-market system
may benefit American farmers
In the long run, Brooks said:
"Nobody that's truthful can say
our present program is still
working." He added, though.
that "the interim period is going
to be pretty rough...1 think it will
hasten the exit from farming for
a lot of folks."
Max Smotherman, who with
his son Richard grows 17 acres

Tobacco...
(Coat'd from page I)
might , induce tobacco companies to contract with a limited
number of growers. Growers
with larger bases would
"probably in the long run be all
right," but the many small
growers scattered throughout
Calloway and other counties
woukr-iind their livelihoods
reatened. Further, retirees
who rent out tobacco bases to
supplement Sercial Security
would also be hurt.
However, U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-6th pistrict, said he
understood that Reagan's proposal wouldn't mean an end to
production controls on tobacco.
Hopkins, the ranking
Republican on the House Tobacco and Peanut subcommittee,
predicted the proposals wouldn't

In local sales of dark-fired
tobacco, by far the biggest
tobacco crop in Calloway County, 40 percent went to the tobacco association pool in the first
two sale says this week, said
Clark. The growers' fee is 1
cents a pound for fire-cured
tobacco, 3 cents for air-cured.
Clark criticized the government for raising quotas by 10
percent last year against the
wishes of tobacco 'associations.
Further, the billions of dollars in
taxes generated by tobacco have
far outweighed the money spent
on price supports, he argued.
"It's very unfair for anyone to
say the tobacco program is
costing the government money,
especially now that they're making us pay the fee to protect any
losses there might be," Clark
said.
Kentucky Fam Bureau President Ray Mackey said the
Reagan proposal would, put
burley farmers on the welfare
rolls.

Additional
candidates
file here

210.104TS
NOW OPEN
•—

Three more candidates have
-filed for positions on the
Calloway County Fiscal Court,
according to the county clerk's
office. In • addition, Peter B.
Phelan, 522 South 6th Street has
filed for a seat on the Murray City Cktuncil
Charles Tommy Bogard,
Route 6, Murray, has filed for
the first magistrate district.
In the second magistrate
district, W.T. Patterson, New
Concord filed this week.
Joshua H. Tabers, Route 7,
Murray, has filed for the fourth
magistrate district.
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Ea . 4.77
Our 697. Full, Flat Or Fitted Sheet
1
"'Pr . 3 77
Our 5.77. Queen Pillowcases
- Our 10 97. Queen. Flat Or Frtted Sheet Ea . 7 77

7.77

Your Chace
Save 22%
Our 9 97

Men's Of VIOT011's Sport Watch
L E.D multifunction. water-resistant.
Resin case with sport bond.

3.77

3.77

Your Choice'
Save 24%
Our 4.97
Pretty Popular-brand Bedwear
Polyester/cotton, choice of colors with,
decorative piping.
0,1•1%.,:in5e4 pkg or 200 000.0ccues

Save 45%
Our Reg.
6.87 Box
Elastic-leg Disposable Diapers
36 med. for 12-to-24-1b. babies. 24
large for babies over 24 lbs.

Limit 2 Boxes

Sole Pnce. Pkg.

Delicious Snacks
Healthful treats-far -the
family 4 to 1f>2-oz *

Sale Price, Pkg.

670B0.

Chlnoto Paper Plates
Pkg. of 32, comportment, 45, flat plates

1•77

Kleenex Tissues
Box of 175, 2-ply
tissues. 9.2x8.5".

2For970
Reynolds:!-

•
Cool
3.on -.1 Aft., Retyo.e

Limit 2

'Fl oz

Wrap
12"x25'-size roll of
aluminum foil.

Ufebuoya
Deoedorant Soap
For freshness that lasts
all • 4.75 oz*-,„,

Limit 2

THIRTY DAY FORECAST - This is the National Weather Service's forecast for precipitation and temperature for the next 30
days.

(Cont'd from page I)
rent pension program operates
under a .0391 cents per $100
assessed valuation tax levy
irEC-h raises about $77,000 annually, according to City Clerk
Jo Crass.
The new plan would require
the city to offer the CERS plan to
its employees, with tge $121,568
estimated annual cost to be
financed by taxpayers, Crass
explained. .
The CERS plan will be
challenged by the Kentucky
Municipal League on several
grounds, but mainly on the argument that no actuarial study
was issed prior to the bill's
passage, as is required by Kentucky law.
It is estimated that Murray's
participation in the lawsuit will
cost about $1,000, but the cost
was termed "negligible compared to the cost of the program" by Mayor Holmes Ellis.
In a report by Councilman
C.C. Lowry, the council was informed that "all departments
are visibly within their budgets"
for this fiscal year. The report
was accompanied by a budget
committee document for the second quarter, showing the city to
have total assets of $574,611.25.
Although each department
was operating at 50 percent or
below for the fiscal year and
;34,000 was appropriated in the
budget for insurance, the city
has already expended $46,215.97,
exceeding the appropriation by
more than $12,000. The money,

Various levels of
FCC amateur radio
exams to be given

taken from tne city's general
fund, was allocated for increased premiums, according to
Lowry, who added the city will
renew its insurance plan again
this spring.
The council also approved the
second reading of an ordinance
establishing the Murray Recreational, Tourist and Convention
Commission.
Appointments of six residents
to serve on city commissions
were also approved by the council, after being recommended by
Mayor Ellis. Those appointments, which each include a
four-year term, included:
Dr. Rex Galloway to the
Board of Zoning Adjustments,
filling the "expired t6rm of
Robert Dunn;
Robert Dunn to the Murray
Planning Commission, filling
the seat left vacant by George
James;
Clyde Adkins reappointed to
the- Murray Park Board;
Jackie Burkeen and Starkie
Colson, both reappointed to the
Building Codes Appeals Board.

New dates set for
MCCH"s 'Be Trim"
Postponed because of last
weekend's winter storm, the introductory meeting for the next
"Be Trim" program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital has
been re-scheduled for 7 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 28, in the 3rd Floor
classroom at the hospital.
This is a free meeting, explained Kathie Broach, director
of the hospital's Health Promotions Department, and at which
the program will be explained
and its remaining eight sessions
outlined.
"Be Trim" is a nationallyrecognized lifestyle'
41program
designed to help participants
permantly control their weight
and to develop good eating
habits. It is offered exclusively
through hospitals in the U.S. and
Canada, and is directed nationally by the National Center
for Health Promotion.
Directing the 90-minute sessions will be Suzanne Seeley, a
registered dietitian and director
of nutrition at the hospital.

Examinations for FCC
amateur radio licenses will be
conducted in Murray on Monday, Jan. 28. Exams will be
given for the General, Advanced
and Extra Class levels in both
Morse code and radio theory.
The exams are being conducted
by members and associates of
the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club, and will
begin at 7 p.m. in room 172 of the
Blackburn Science Building at
MSU.
Obtaining an upper-level
amateur radio license used to
require a trip to Nashville or
The U.S. Postal Service has
other FCC examination point.
announced a Clerk-Carrier exUnder a new program recently
amination in the Murray area. It
authorized by the FCC, local
Is anticipated a small number of
amateurs may now administer
vacancies will occur in the next
the examinations. This will be
two years that will be filled by
the second examination session
hiring people from the updated
offered by the MSU club.
registers, it was explained. We
Persons interested in being
will need qualified people and
tested for a higher class license
want to offer people in the area
should bring proof of identificathe chance to compete for these
tion, a copy of their current
openings, a spokesman noted.
amateur license, and an exApplications to test will be acamination fee of $4. Persons who
cepted Feb. 6, 1985 through Feb.
are not currently prepared for
14, 1985 at: Almo, Benton,
the exams may wish to enroll in
Calvert City,. Dexter, Gilbertthe spring advanced class
svUle, Hardin, Hazel, Kirksey,
course, beginning February 18.
and Murray.
This course will be administered
Applicants will be permitted
through the MSU Continuing
to choose three offices from the
Education office.
offices named where 'he/she
For further information about
wishes to be considered for a
the eitaminations or class, conpostion. Position for clerk/cartact William Call,.•782-8897 or
753-7870, or Ivan _Wrgthilit,. rier will hf. f-!•11efiLat Calyert.Citvi
,
-Benton,' GillArtsviile,- and
759-4509.
Murray.
4
The actual test will be
Correction
scheduled at a• later date. All
An article On tobacco sales
who apply will 13e notified by
Wednesday incorrectly atmail of the date, time and place
tributed a quote to Gary Evans
of the examination. The U.S.
of Almo. The comment was actually made by Gerald Walker oft Postal Service is an Equal Op1101111/111 lamployer.
Route 2. Murray.

Exams for Postal
Service announced
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Congress is headed
for more gridlock
Backseat drivers on Capitol Hill are predicting
legislative gridlock for the new 99th Congress now
under way. Most signs unfortunately do point to
an unproductive session once congressional
leaders finish such "housekeeping" duties as formally re-electing Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. as House
speaker. Left over from the 98th Congress is the
partisanship and preoccupation with elections that
tarnished rnuch of the 1984 session. Already, President Reagan and congressional leaders seem intent on pursuing different goals following their
mixed election results.
At least, halting the flow of budget red ink is a
consensus priority: But bipartisan agreement on
how to accomplish this has not surfaced so far.
All this could change. President Reagan is not
expected to formally submit a budget proposal until February. And he may be playing his budget
negotiating cards close to the vest until after the
coming talks between Secretary of State George
Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko.
But so far, after- a month-long show of administration budget deliberations, the president
appears to have sided with Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and others in his administralion who favor continued defense budget increases
at the expense of domestic programs.
Democratic leaders in Congress contend the
president's deficit-cutting efforts fall billions short
of the goal to reduce red ink to $100 billion by 1988.
As a result, they say that the Reagan administration can't expect the same sort of legislative
honeymoon experienced in 1981.
Also lacking is any Democratic alternative for
acrosarthe.board budget _cuts and tax increases
that would allow the president to avoid any blame
for new taxes.
• Meanwhile,Senate Republicaryleaders who fear
losing control of the Senate to Democrats in 1986,
are proving to be even stronger critics of the president's budget policies than the Democrats. The inability of Republicans in Washington to agree
makes it even less likely that the president can
force a budget plan through Congress over the objections of the House.
If Congress gets bogged down on budget deficits,
chances also decrease for positive action on such
necessary programs as tax reform, immigration
reform, toxic waste cleanup and enterprise zone
legislation.
American voters share the blame if congressional action stalls this year. They left the driver's
seat up for grabs by re-electing President Reagan
and splitting control of Congress. Cutting any program, moreover, will be difficult because of the
opposition from special interests — including
those of us who approve of less government spending until pet programs come under attack.
At the same time, voters must have been calling for bipartisanship when they returned both
President Reagan and Tip O'Neill to power. Let's
hope most New year's resolutions in Washington
kept that in mind,

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County banking institutions indicated a 'substantial gain of over $5 million in
the lat half of 1974, according to published
statements of last six months of operation.
William E. Marcum, James Crawford, Hal
Banks, Mike Mullen, Ronnie Barnett and David
Hopkins of Professional Ambulance Corps here
will take an 81-hour Emergency Medical
Technical Course for 121, weeks at Mayfield
Vocational School.
Officers of Beta Club of North Calloway
Elementary School are Tommy Boggess, James
Bibb, Charlotte Coursey, Dawn Sledd, Johnna
Brandon, Jackie Parker, Kathy Lovett, Timmy
Graham and Timmy Feltner.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Lions Club has installed hospital
signs at all entrances to the city and at
croosroads to guide emergency traffic and
visitors to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. William Caldwell was club committee
chairman, according to Rob Ray, club president.
Army PFC Don A. Maupin,son of Mr. and Mrs.
J.C. Maupin, is now assigned to 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell. He was last stationed
In Korea.
Henry Armstrong, member of Calloway County High SchooliChapter of the Future Farmers of
America, was top winner in two divisions of
Western District Tobacco Show at Mayfield.
Thirty years ago
The Mothers March on Polio will be held here
on Jan. 31, according to Alvis E. Jones, fund
drive chairman for March of Dimes in Calloway
County.
New officers installed for Camp 592 WOW,
Murray, are James Rogers, Alfred L. Burkeen,
Glenn Wooden, Ivan Johnson, Owen Morris,
Charles Jenkins, Hershell Pace and Randall Patterson. Charles Ray, national delegate from
Mayfield, was installing officer. He was introduced by Buford Hurt, state manager.
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royko says

by mike royko
•

Boring's no news at Hyper Bowl
About halfway through the football game, one of the people in my
living room said: "You know,this is
really getting boring."
She knew almost nothing about
football and was there only because
her husband was there. But the rest
of us squirmed because we know all
about football. And she was right —
it was boring.
It was the worst kind of contest to
sit through in any sport — a lopsided score, with one team floundering
about and having no chance.
She made herself a drink and
came back in and said: "Will
somebody tell me something? What
makes this game so important?"
Somebody muttered: "It's the
Super BowL"
"What does that mean?" she said.
"It's just a football game, isn't it?"
• More muttering. Then: "It's the
championship."
"So?" she said. "Aren't there
championships in every sport?
What's so special about this?" '
None of us could think of a good
answer
except the truth. Arid to
admit it would be to concede that
taking a football game so seriously

is kind of dumb.
The truth is that over the last two
decades, the majority of the popula
tion has been brainwashed, sold,
conned into thinking that there is
something monumentally significant about this game.
The people who run pro football
pulled off a brilliantly slick sales
job, with their Roman numerals implying historic significance, the
president of the United States flipping a coin and implying patriotic
significance, the _bloated, pseudoinspirational half-time ceremonies.
Even for those who'clon't know a
wide receiver from a shortstop, watching the Super Bowl has now
become almost a civic duty.
But what are we talking about?
The championship of pro football.
Long before football's slicksters
came up with the Super Bowl tag,
there were football championships
and nobody, except the fans in the
competing cities, got overly excited.
In Orwellian Big-Brother fashion,
that period has been erased, wiped
out. The game's experts now cite ork
ly Super Bowl records, Super Bowl
history. Was Bronco Nagurski just
chopped liver? Didn't Sid Lucknian

the white house

really exist? Was there no life
before stop action and instant
replay"?
Probably the worst c011aborators
in this scam are the nation's
newspapers.
It's easy to understand why TV
does it. All three networks sell football. The audiences represent their
ratings, which represent their profit, which represents their life's
blood.
But newspaper people like to think
that they are above such things, and
they like to think that they know a
hoax, a fraud, a scani when they see
one.
And they do. That's why, during
the two long weeks of Super Bowl
hype, you will read one sportswriter
after another sneering, about the
shameless Super Bowl hype.
But they are there, writing about
the hype — contributing to the hype.
In every paper, there is slab after
slab of print devoted to sportsbabble about the coming game. If you went through every big and
littiene WRII2per-in America during
the past two weeks and clipped out
every Super Bowl hype story and
counted up the words, you would

by michael putzel

A casual chat among friends
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
the president gives an interview,
It's not just a chat.
Before President Reagan
granted the first interview of his
second, term Wednesday to The
Associated Press, hours of work
had gone into preparing him for the
brief session. Of course, his interviewers had done their share of advance work, too, but the resources
available to each side were hardly
comparable.
The day before Reagan was to sit
down to answer questions, his
press aides probed for hints of what
the president would be asked, then
put together a background paper to
remind him of administration positions. on eight or 10 topics they
thought might be raised.
That paper was among 'the
various documents the president
took with him to study after leaving
the Oval Office for home in the
upstairs residential quarters of the
executive mansion.
On Wednesday morning,
presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes and his three deputy press

secretaries prepared a half-dozen
questions on domestic issues and a
similar number on foreign policy
Issues. The four men then joined
four of Reagan's most senior aides
in the Oval Office to brief the president just before the interview
began.
They only missed two or three of
the topics on which the president
was about to be questioned.
As Ressjan's interviewers sat on
a sofa in a hallway outside the Oval
Office, out trooped National Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlane,
Budget Director David Stockman,
domestic policy adviser John
Svahn and Richard G. Darman, a
deputy to White House Chief of
staff James A. Baker III.
The president was prepared.
A tall door, molded to fit the
curved walls of the president's office, opened, and Speakes beckoned from within.
Reagan came around from
behind his imposing, carved
wooden desk and greeted his
visitors, who were directed to seats
in front of the fireplace, where the

letters to the editor
Sorority appreciates holiday helpers
To the Editor:
We, the members of Beta Sigma
Phi, Xi Alpha Phi Chapter; would
like to offer our sincere gratitude to
all those involved in • making the
third annual Christmas Village a
great success.
We were able to donate $1,500 to
our local Need Line, so they in turn
might help those in need in .our •
area.
Thanks especially go to the
following:
Murray State University; participating merchants; our Helpful
Elves: Stephanie Vanover, Kelli
Vehr, Jennifer Collins, Rachel
King, Cheryl Fogle and Christie
Nesbitt; Alpha Kappa Psi;

A clarification

Memorial Baptist Church Puppets;
Voices of Praise; Gloss Dancers;
Art Students of Larry Dunn,
Calloway High; Community
Theatre; Bank of Murray; Begley
Drugs; Pepsi; Public Ice; Capri.Cheri; the Murray Ledger &
Times; Four Seasons Nursery;
Jones Nursery; Hoffman's
Nursery; Poppy ,Shoppe; Shirley
Florist.
And also, a special thanks to
everyone who attended this year's
event. You helped contribute to a
great cause! See you again next
year. Thanks.
Members,
Xi Alpha Phi,
Beta Sigma Phi,
Eva Crank, Linda Fain, Beverly
Galloway. Gina Gentry, Kathryn
King, Donna Marine, Sandra
Michael. Renee Millen, Trisha
Nesbitt, Less Robertson, Linda
Rogers, Sylvia Thomas, June
Vanover and Edna Vaughn

To the Editor:
The.article-concerning the-award
•
I received (Re: Ledger and Times,
Jan 23) as one of the top ten
volunteers in the Republican party
incorrectly stated that the award
was for my work since becoming a
member of the GOP. (Un )fortunately, my two enlistments in the
• U.S. Navy, which covered most of
the same period, prevented me
from participating in politics actively. I was honored for efforts in
1984 only.
The award I received is a reflection on Republican volunteers
throughout West Kentucky. I am
particularly proud to have been a
..prArt elf ust,Lyptuadr.Rop,,asu"...,.•
1.0,0-.0;
the election of Mitch McConnell
and the re-election of Ronald
Reagan.
Sincerely,
Sa m uel.'Thornton Hall
406N.5th St.
Murray

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address 'and phone
number 'must be inclbded for
verificsition. The phone mimber
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
right to
-condense or reject any letterand
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The, Murray Ledger
Times, Box 1040. Murray. Ky.
42071.

surely find more published about the
game — before anything even happened ---- than was written about
both political conventions last year.
And probably more than was written about the actual election.
Now that the game has been
played, what you will have trouble
finding is the admission that it was
a pretty boring contest. By the
game's end, millions of people were
falling asleep.
Of course, they can't admit that it
was a bore, and that most of the
Super Bowl games were poorlyplayed bores. If they a:dinit that.
they'll have to answer the question:
"Hey, if it was boring, how come
you spent two Weeks writing stuff
eVery day in order to get me interested in watching it? You're the
ones who treat it like.the biggest
thing in the-world. So, if it's not. why
do you do it?"
Their answer would be: "Because
you're interested." And your
answer might be: —I'm interested .
because you have convinced me that
Illa..9.11PPOse.d to he intereRtad The • tild-CtIekeifor egg qUestion.
My guess is that the hype came
before the interest. But now the people in the news'business-can't stop
themselves. And probably wouldn'twant to.
Sure it's-a con. But wouldn't you
rather spend half of January in
California,.shoveling hype, than in
Chicago, shoveling snow°

••••

thoughts in season

remains of a morning fire were still
glowing.
As military communications people in civilian clothes scurried
about to attach clip -on
microphones to each questioner,
Reagan automatically'reached for
his own tie-clip mike which was
beside his customary wing chair.
The interviewers had their own,
less sensitive tape recorders, but
the White House records such
events itself.
And not just on tape.•
As Speakes and his deputies ringed the room, out of sight of the
camera but easily within earshot, a
news photographer, official White
House photographer and White
House television crew recorded the
event as well.
Reagan's perimonal aide, David
Fischer, also hovered nearby,
keeping an eye on the time and
making sure all went smoothly.
Secret Service agents guarded
every door.
The president, wearing a brown
plaid suit, his hair perfectly combed as always, sat down, propped
his left leg on the right knee,smiled
warmly and was ready to go.
To a camera focused only on the
participants in their wing chairs
and on the nearby sofas with the
dying fire in the background, it
might -have looked like a relaxed,
pleasant gathering.
It was anything but.

by Ken Wolf
Now that Ladybird Johnson's
_highway beautification program
seems to be falling by the wayside
( no pun intended l, it might be time
to recall this poem by Ogden Nash',
entitled "Song of the Open Road."
I think that I shall never see a
billboard lovely as a tree.
Perhaps. unless the billboard
fall. I'll never see a tree at all.
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MURRAY TODAY
Corning community events announced
Friday. Jan.25
Friday. Jan. 25
Friday,Jan. 25
A brass workshop for Street Extended. Homecoming
high school students and Mayfield.
Festivities will include
teachers will begin at 5
game with Ballard
Sqqare and round MembriaLt crowning of,
p.m. on second floor,
Fine Arts Center, Mur- . dancing with music by homecoming queen betray State University. the Sharecropper Band ween games, reception
For information call will be from 7:30 to 11 during halftime of varsirm. at Lynn Grove ty game for 1981 grads
762-4288.
Roller Rink.
by Student Council, and
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
_dance after the game
Calloway County High with 1981 graduates and
School Basketball spouses or dates being
-

•

- Head Quarters
Family Hair Care Center
Is Pleased To Announce That
Nikki Faulkner Has Joined Our
Staff Of Professional Hair Stylists.

We Invite Everyone To Visit Our Salon Which
Features Individual Booths To Insure Our
Customers Privacy!
Service For Appointment Or Walk-In

Staff.
•Anna MacAdoo
•Laura'McConnell
*Nikki Faulkner

•Pat Miller
•Bob Stogner
. •Libby Vasseur

fl Head Quarters
Murray s Original Family Hair Care Center

715 S. 12th

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

lun(
and
the
Feb
ed
and
fooc

February home wedding planned

Friday,Jan. 25
admitted free to dance
and game.
— —
Paducah Area
Chapter of PWP will
have a family potluck at
7:30 p. at American
Legion Building, Legion
Drive, Paducah. For inform a tion call
1-554-5071.
————
gaturday,Jan.26
Murray Spouse Abuse
Advisory Board will
have a volunteer training session at 10 a.m. in
library of St. John's
Episcopal Church. 1620
West Main St. For information call Hotline,
759-4050.
————
One-day continuing
education workshop,
"Image and the Professional Woman," will be
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in Barkley Room,
Curris Center, Murray
State University. For information call 762-6861.
———
Sadie Hawkins Dance,
sponsored by 141-Y, will
be from
pant to midnight at Murray High
School.
————
Cancellation of
meeting of Alpha
Department of Murray
Woman's Club for today
has been announced.

4M1

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Adams of Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Diana Lyn, to
Trent Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Thompson, also of
Murray.
Miss Adams is a 1982
graduate of Murray
High School. She currently is employed at
Headlines and The Murray Theaters.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Adams
of DeLeon, Texas, and
of Mr. and Mrs. W.O.
Davis of Dublin, Texas.
Mr. Thompson is a
1981 graduate of Murray
High School. He currently is employed at
Murray Electric
System.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood White of
Hazel and 01 the, late
Peter ThoMpson and
Gladys Thompson
Sadley of Buchanan,
Tenn.
The wedding will be
solemnized in a private
ceremony on Thursday,
Feb. 14, at the home of
the groom-elect.

AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. in
Amezican Legion
Building, South. Sixth
Diana Lyn Adams and
and Maple Streets.
Trcnt ThOMpson to marry
————
The Single Connection
will have a skating party for adults and
children from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Roller Skating of
Lyons, preschool room; First through Third
Murray.
Grades,
Gale Vinton, first and second grade
————
room; Fourth through Sixth Grades, Donna
West Kentucky Fur
Marriage Encounter will be held, ori Friday.
Hills, third and fourth grade room; Youth, Mar.
Takers show and Sale, Saturday and Sunday, Feb.8 to 10, at the Holiday
tha Moore, parlor; Adult,- Dr. Greg Earwood,
sponsored by West Ken- Inn in Murray. For those unfamiliar with Marsanctuary.
tucky Fur Takers riage Encounter it is a weekend where couples
Association, will open at who feel they have a good marriage discover
9 a.m. at Livestock and their marriage reaching greater heights as they
Exposition Center. For learn means of better communication. For more
The Youth of Memorial Baptist Church will
information call Earl Information call 753-9354, 753-3399 or 753-1870.
have a bake sale on Saturday. Jan. 26, starting at
Allen, 436-2686.
9:30 a.m. at Wal-Mart in the Central Shopping
Registration deadline is Friday, Feb. 1.
————
Center. Proceeds from the sale will go toward
Murray Squar-Athe summer mission trip.
Naders will dance at 8
A Prayer Breakfast in observance of Baptist
p.m. at Woodmen of
Men's Day will be held Sunday. Jan. 27, at 8 a.m.
World Hall.
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray
at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. The meal'
————
Woman's Club will meet Monday, Jan. 28. at 9:30
Lady Racers will play will be cooked by the Baptist Young Women of
a.m. at the club house. "Folk Songs" will be the
at 5 p.m. and Racers at -the church.
program by Joe Baust. Hostesses will be Geri
7:30 p.m. with TenAndersen, Jane Babb, Carla Rexroat and Janice
nessee Tech in Racer
Arena, Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Maxwell, 1501
Valleywood Dr., Paris, Tenn., are the parents of
(Cont'd on page 5)
A Gospel Singing will be held at the Grace Bapa daughter, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces,
tist Church. 617 South Ninth St., Murray, on
born on Thursday, Jan. 17, at the MurraySaturday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. Featured singers will
Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
include .The Golden Aires, the Melody Makers
former Julie Williams. Grandparents are Mr.
and the Glory Road Group. The public is invited
and Mrs. Elwood R. Maxwell, Elkhorn, and Mr.
to attend, said Leland Peeler, music director for
and Mrs. Bill Williams, Paris.
Mon.S.Tues.
the church.
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753-2266

Marriage event planned
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Bargain Matine
Sat., Sun.
All Seats $2.00
Till 345

Breakfast on Sunday

• Arts group will meet
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They're back... •
•
For everyone who •
believes in the beat.•
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Maxwell girl born

Singing at Grace Church

DeVanti's
An Mexican
Meatf-

HALF
PRICE
753-1314
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ELECTRIC B000A1.00
1:30. 3:15, 7:30, 9:05

A TRI-STAR RELEASE

1:30, 3:15, 7:10, 9:00

The 'January Bible Study on "Psalms: Songs
From Life" will begin Sunday, Jan. 27, and continue through Wednesday, Jan. 30, at the First
Baptist Church. The study will be at 6 p.m. on
Sunday and at 6:30 p.m., Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. Classes, teachers and places are as
follOws: Preschool, Sharon Calhoun and Debbie

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

S

Hwy. 641

SISSY SPACEK

DATE

A I".+GERSAL PIC11'RE
C .04

••••

+LAN. I n •

2.
3.
4.
5.

k.N-144*
THE DOMIANITION.

•

•
•

I3E1ERLY HILLS
Aerie,MSS
7:18,1111

COMPUTER

IN THE AREA.

1. KEEP ACCURATE, COMPLETE RECORDS

From the Director of"On Gokien Pond "

Sho Kosugi
Lucinda Dicke

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist-Owner

We now have the NEWEST & MOST UP TO

MEL GIBSON

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group has
changed its meeting from Jan. 28 to Monday,
Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. Margaret Vaughn will be the leader for
the discussion of The Genealogy of Morals by
Nietzsche. All persons who have read the book
are invited to take part in the discussion.

The workshops for parents of elementary
school children have been changed to Monday,
Jan. 28, and Monday, Feb. 4, at.p.m. in the
board room of the office of the Calloway County
Superintendent Jack Rose, according to Joy
Waldrop, elementary school counselor. The
workshops were to have started on Jan. 21. For
more information call Mrs. Waldrop at 753-3033.

WE ARE NOW BETTER and FASTER

HE'S THE ULTIMATE
SHE'S THERERFECT ,

Group changes meeting

Workshop opens Monday

UNCLE
JEFF'S

•

Central Center

Study will start Sunday

for insurance & taxes
DRUG to DRUG interaction checking
PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGY checking
REFILL PRESCRIPTION FROM YOUR NAME
-( bottle not needed )
EVEN FASTER SERVICE
at the SAME LOW PRICES
t Y

UNCLE JEFF DISCOUNT PHARMACY

we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH. •
WALTER MEHR
phone 753-7688
home 759-4703
harmacist owner

PA Chapter will meet
Parents Anonymous Chapter will meet Tuesday. Jan. 29, from 6 to 8 p.m. P.A. is a self-help
group to help prevent damaging relationships
between parents and their children and for
arents who have a difficult time coping with
their children. Parents meet weekly to talk about
their similar problems. Parents are able to share
their parent/child interactions, whether it is
overcoming a potential crisis or a Situation that
was inappropriately handled. Child care is provided while the meetings are in progress. Confidentiality is maintained and all P.A. services
are free. For more information concerning the
place of the meeting and for transportation call
762-2504.

PAWS plans meeting
Humane Society's PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful
Society) will hold a spring organiz,ationarl
meeting on Monday. Jan. 28, at 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway'
.
:
0-::1- a-Library. The spring calendar
(meetings and Pet Therapy Trips)' will be announced. In addition the planning of the upcoming zoo trip will be discussed. Donations for the
trip from the community are being accepted
through the Humane Society or a PAWS member
and would be greatly appreciated. All PAWS
members should attend and new members are _
welcome.

^
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School lunchrooms release menus for week

Menus for the various for the Murray City and
Menus are as follows: gets and rolls, turkey - vegetable soup and
lunchrooms in the city Calloway County
and gravy and rolls; sandwich, pizza, round
and county schools for Schools respectively.
MURRAY CITY
Wednesday - Mexican about& macaroni and
the week of Jan. 28 to
The menus are sub---casser
ole, fried cheese, mixed fruit,
Feb. 1 have been releas- ject to occasional
Murray High
chicken; Thursday -- fruit juice and milk.
ed by Glinda Jeffrey change because of the
Monday - grilled buenitoes, ravioli and
and Joanna Adams, availability of food and cheese, chuckwagon:
cornbread; Friday - CALLOWAY COUNTY
food service directors other special occasions. Tuesday — pizza
_
nug- vegetable soup and
sandwich, fish sandCalloway High
Monday -_ fish nugwich. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, gets, grilled
chili bar, and a variety cheese/soup; Tuesday
of fruits, vegetables and - beef-a-roni, chicken
drinks are available patti sandwich;
daily.
Wednesday - barbecue
chicken, roast beef
Murray Middle
Monday — grilled sandwich; Thursday FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 26, 1985
cheese, hamburger sliced turkey and gravy,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
basket; Tuesday - Nacho dog; Friday To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
rill' and rolls, ham pork chop pattie, pizza
the forecast given for your birth sign.
an
cheese basket; burger. -Pizza,
Trying too hard can impede the free
Wednesday - fried cheeseburgers, salad
flow of intuition. You can't will a
ARIES
chicken and rolls, bar, and a variety of
creative project into being. Home
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
cheeseburger basket; fruits, vegetables and
Don't be pressured into a financial matters are favored.
Thursday - taco and drinks are available
move. Enjoy good fellowship with SAGITTARIUS
salad, ham and cheese daily.
friends. You're popular now and you (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Hobbies and leisure activities
basket; Friday - chili
Calloway Middle
16Veevery minute of it!
,a.. should highlight this day; However, a
Monday - chicken
and sandwich, hamTAURUS
PC child could be difficult. Some feel
burger basket. Pizza, nuggets, corn dog;
(Apr.20to May 20)
salad bar and assorted Tuesday - hot ham and
Keep working at a career project tested by a loved one.
fruits, vegetables and cheese, burritoes/chlli;
that needs further development. Close CAPRICORN
drinks are available Wednesday - breakfast
ties aren't direct in expressing their (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Invited guests could bring their bad
for lunch feelings.
daily.
moods with them. Keep an eye out for
GEMINI
sausage/biscuit/egg,
91N a bargain purchase for your home.
Robertson
(May 21 to June 20)
grilled cheese/soup;
and Carter
Enjoy yourself socially without AQUARIUS
Thursday - sack lunch;
and Headstart
overdoing. An acquaintance may try (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Friday - pork chop patMonday - grilled tie, pizza burger. Pizza,
to use you in some way. Know who is You're in an expressive mood today. Unfortunately, not everyone you
cheese, hamburger, but- salad bar and a variety
on the level.
meet is as straightforward as you are.
tered potatoes, stewed of fruits, vegetables and
CANCER
,
Feedback is minimal.
tomatoes, peach slices, drinks are available
(June 21 to July 22)
fruit juice and milk; daily.
Keep business and pleasure PISCES
separate. You'll make some career (Feb. 19to Mar.20)
Tuesday - pizza, Nacho
ION
-East, North
'strides, -bUt be wary of those Who Hidden -costs Whet-.traveleft.. The
dogIiybtIttilterfoi ,
iticand Southwest
games of a wheeler-dealer may
would like to take advantage.
cetash, mixed fruit,
Monday - pizza, fish
discourage you from a possible purLEO
fruit juice and milk; sandwich; Tuesday chase. It's just as well.
•
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Wednesday - barbecue steak nuggets, grilled
It's not the best time for having YOU BORN TODAY have executive
chicken, hot dogs, cheese/soup; Wednesguests. A family member is not above talents along with humanitarian increamed potatoes, day - hot ham and
throwing a tantrum. Partners are in terests. You're somewhat resilient
green beans, cherries, cheese, pizzaghetti; •
and can bounce back from setbacks.
harmony,though. ,
fruit juice and milk; Thursday - crispy fish,
Both intellectual and practical, you
VIRGO
Thursday - slopy joe, cheeseburger; Friday
.
sit can succeed in writing, education, ad(Aug.23toSept. 22)
hamburgers, whole ker- - fried chicken, hot
Work on your own for business pro- ministration and theater. You have a
nal corn, Mexican dogs. A variety of fruits,
gress, but enter no agreements now. philosophical streak and would sucbeans, applesauce, fruit vegetables and drinks
Expect an improvement in general ceed in law and religion. Quietly
juice and milk; Friday are available daily.
determined, you :usually arrive at
well-being.
,some position of importance. The arts
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zet too are likely to appeal to you. BirthStrain with a close tie could occur day of: Paul Newman, actor; Eartha
over a monetary or shopping matter. Kitt, entertainer; and Jules Feiffer,
Members of the WM1J and Helen Nance were
Still, you'll enjoy going out cartoonist.
of the Poplar Spring in charge of the after98K 'g Features Syndicate. Inc
somewhere together.
Baptist Church met noon program.
Tuesday, Jan.8,to pracThe Calendar of
tice singing for the ser- Prayer was presented
(Cont'd from page 4)
vices at the rest homes. by Murial Wright. Ruby
Louise Short was the Fannin led the closing
Saturday,Jan. 26
Sunday,Jan. 27'
Monday,Jan.28
pianist for the singing. A prayer.
Youth of Memorial guests not bring gifts.
Also present were
at 5 p.m. followed by potluck luncheon was
Baptist Church will
---served.
Freda Culver and
Racers
at
7:30
p.m.
with
have a bake sale at WalChristian Women's
Sue Campbell, leader, Shirley Werts.
Mart starting at 9:30 Fellowship of First Middle Tennessee State
Racer
In
Arena,
Murray
a.m.
Christian Church Will
State University.
---meet at 3 p.m. in church
---A Gospel Singing parlor.
Regency
Singers will
featuring Golden Aires,
---present a free program
Meloday Markers and
Elders' Breakfast will
Glory Roga will be at 7 be at 8 a.m. in at 9:30 p.m. in Stables
p.m. at Grace Baptist Fellowship Hall of First Lounge, C111718 Center,
Mr. and Mrs. T.W. Darnell are today, Jan. 25,
Murray State
Church.
observing their 62nd wedding anniversary. They
Christian Church.
University.
were married on this date in 1923. Mrs. Darnell is
------Sunday,Jan. 21
the
former Treva Jones. They have one
Joe Stroud, misAA and Al-Anon will
Men's Prayer
daughter
, Mrs. Hilda Mae Holloway. One son is
sionary,
will speak to have closed meetings at
Breakfast will be at 8
deceased. They have eight grandchildren. The
combined
assembly
of
p.m.
Christian
8
First
at
a.m. at Sinking Spring
adult and youth classes Church, Benton. For in- Darnells are residents of Sedalia.
Baptist Church.
at
9:45 a.m. at First formation call 753-0061,
---Baptist Men's United Methodist 762-3399, 753-7764 and
Breakfast will be at 7:30 Church, and later at 753-7663.
---a.m. at Salem Baptist 10:50 a.m. worship.
Creative Arts Depart---Church.
ment of Murray
---Monday.Jan.28
SHARE, musical
Blood River WM17 will Woman's Club will meet
group from Baptist Stu- meet at 10 a.m. at Har- at 9:30 a.m. at the club
dent Union, will present din Baptist Church. house.
---a concert at 7 p.m. at Another session will be
'2 1 *.! Broadway
Ashley Putnam,
Memorial Baptist at 7 p.m.
Padu('ah, Ky.
soprano, will present a
Church.
---concert,
sponsore
- d by
Sizes U to 14
Humane Society's
AA will have a closed PAWS will meet
Murray Civic Music
Girls and Boys
at 3:30
Association, at 8 p.m. in
meeting at 4 p.m. at p.m. at Calloway
Public
American Legion Library.
Lovett Auditorium,
Building, South Sixth
Murray State
---and Maple Streets. For
Adult Great Books University.
information call
--Discussion Group has
753-0061-;----102-499- or changed
Senior citizens acits meeting to
753-7764.
tivities will be from 10
Feb. 4.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
------Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Work 84o p s for and Douglas Centers.
Vance will be honored at
---parents of elementary
a reception in celebraFree introductory sesschool children of
tion of 50th wedding anCalloway County -will sion of "Be Trim,"
niversary from 2 to 4
weight control program,
start at 5 p.m. in office
p.m. in Community
will
be from 7 to 8:30
of Board of-Education.
Room, North Branch of
p.m. in third floor
_Peoples Bank.
classroom, Murray "Food and Fitness" Calloway County
---Mr. and Mrs. Harold program with Dr. Hospital.
Speight will be honored Darlene Forester as
at a reception in speaker, sponsored ty
celebration of 50th wed- Calloway County
ding anniversary from 2 Homemakers, will be at
to 4 p.m. in Social Hall, 6:30 p.m. at Calloway
First United Methodist Public Library.
---Church, back entrance.
Lady Racers will play
The family requests

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

47)e
v;45\ts

oikE

Church WMU meets

Community events

eau

) By Abigail

rçç

Van Buren

She Has to Become a He *
DEAR ABBY: I am faced with a
unique and delicate situation and
need some information in a hurry. I
am in love with a man who wants to
marry me, but I don't know if we can
legally marry.
He is a transsexual (female to
male), but he has not yet had the
necessary surgery to make the
change complete.
He has been on hormones for
seven years and has the appearance
of a male, but he still has female
genitals.
He has had his name legally
changed,and has lived as a man for
six years.
I need to know if we can legally
marry before he has had his sexreassignment surgery.
D. IN NEVADA

around"—so she came over to spend
the afternoon with me.
My daughter brought her baby
over that afternoon, and you guessed
it. The next day the baby came
down with whatever it was my
neighbor had, and so did I.
I am furious with her for coming
to my place to spread her germs.
Please print this as a warning to
thoughtless, stupid people who go
visiting when they're too sick to go.
to work.
MAD IN MANHATTAN
DEAR MAD: You should be
furious with yourself for having
lacked the courage (and good
sense) to tell your ailing neigh- bor as soon as she showed up at
your door that you didn't want
to risk catching whatever it was
she had. And to have allowed
your grandchild to be exposed to
whatever was "going around"
was inexcusable.

DEAR D.: In order for a transsexual to marry, he or she must
be examined by a physician,
who then must verify that the
transsexual is me)dically of the
opposite sex from the person he
or she wants to marry.(Samesex marriages are_not legal.)
A female-to-male transsexual
is not considered a male, medically7 unless her ovaries have
been remcived. And a niafe-U.
female transsexual is not considered a female, medically,
until his testes have been removed.
For more information on this
subject, write to the Janus Information Facility, 1952 Union
St., San Francisco, Calif. 94123.
This is a non-profit service,so
please include a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

*

•*

DEAR ABBY: My husband gaye
hiretaiis ring when he asked me
tojnarry him. He said he wanted it
back when he gives Me a "real"
-...gexuent ring:
Well, we have been married-for 26
years, and now he wants 'his class
ring back. I won't give it to him
because he hasn't-come -013-With'
real engagement ring yet.
What should I do?
STILL WAITING

••••••-

DEAR WAITING:Technically,
an engagement ring is one that
symbolizes a commitment to
marry. It can be a tin ring from a
box of Cracker Jacks, a paper
band from a cigar, an expensive
ring with a diamond or a class
ring.
So, keep the class ring; it is
your engagement ring. And don't
give it back until your husband
replaces it with another one.

•
DEAR ABBY:If I don't tell someone, I am going to explode! One day
last week, a neighbor came over to
visit me. She is an intelligent, educated woman who has a good job,
but apparently not much common
sense. She said she'd called in sick
because she had a bad cold and a
cough or "whatever was going

*5*

• • •

Mr., Mrs. Darnell
married 62 years

WINTER MERCHANDISE
50% OFF

LITTLE \WSHROOM

Final Storewide
Clearance

Iwo

All Fall Shoes

TOT'S
DAY

No Sitting Fee
Special Packages
Special Prices
•t •

fitly 753 0035

C.

Washers•Dishwashers•Ranges
Take advantage of this special sale! Instant Discounts on
several models! Big Savings. HURRY —for limited time only!

25
INSTANT
DISCOUNT
• Ftrstin preference ,Based or a
,
81,
0•110s,
.wwaCOnS016,3 wit.ct

nrird

man 0 .as to cromf

'

MAYTAG HEAVY DUTY WASHERS

40 40
(4i5 00 00

I. ••

(All Sales Final)

INSTANT
DISCOUNT

INSTANT
DISCOUNT

MODEL. WU202
• Nobody gets
your dishes
cleaner than
Maytag

300 SERIES

1TAG

HOEBBARN •
10-5 Mon.-Sat.

Dixieland Ctr.

753-7220 I
4_

•-•-•••••

OlklAYTAG

MODEL A412

•••\

Artcraft Photography
1 2 Years or Younger

nInstant
Discounts
MANIAC

• Cooking *quality
you can depend
on •Deluxe, easyclean styling

MAYTAG JETCLEAN
DISHWASHERS

0MA1TAG

MAYTAG

30 RANGES

WARD St ELKINS
Murray, Ky.

On The Squaw*

753-1713

-••••••••••••••••••••4
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RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
.-st A TING• Atft-CONOITKINTNG SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

753-8181

WATERBEDS
TedTuCAN LOCATION CALL
or nNee, 4.0 ev ;MEXICAN

moRNAT LOCATION CALL
1 1011

,
TNU, 6IILLSSHOP#

444-9003 759-4522
I
400dcrafte/i0
USA INC.
• tif OHL,CIA ,,J.,k
L AY AWAY
fiNANCiNG

•

• LARGE Swasithi0Calak.
• Lout NS AND ACCESSONIE
• SE RViCE DEFT
• WE MOVE.BEDS

1•11117

OUR

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
753-5742

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

WM
MURRAY DATSUN
tilRtth
CHRYSLER-DODGE
Dodge
604 S. 12th St.
753.7114

Kentucky Fried Ckicksa
Jack Marshall Franchisee
WE DQ CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Coll in Orders 753-7101

FORD

Parker
—11avgz,041x- Ford Inc.
701 Main - 753-5273

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
• Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
753-0440

de

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed

co.
Buck's Body Shop

Lynn Grove

435-4415

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945
900 Sycamore
753-5142

CHILLMARK DIST.
PADUC•14
STOMI
•I• ••• omel1mom

MURIA Y
S701111

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE

CHEIsT1
BCH
t`OMMUNITY
* 30 a m
sJeday School
• 1030am
v4:urn mg Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKumey Road Dexter
10 00 ein
Sunday School
11 00gm
Noralup

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School —
10 00• m
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a ni
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 a m
Nednesda Woralm
30 m

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsonia Hwy Symsonia
Sunday School
915am
Morning Worship
1100am
Ned Evening
7 00 p m

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
RI 43 a m
k6 0 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
-130Am
i
Bble.Schul
9.3(1 a m
Evening Service'
e CO pm

•• •••••

•••I WM,

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 a rr,
Church School
Worship Service
10 43 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 OD a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Worship
7 00 p m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Worship Service •
• . 11 OD a in
.
OAN „GROVE •
Sundirt School
1000am
Wership SmNiee 11 00 a n• & 7 410 p m

LYNN Glto%
0 45 a m
Worship Service
10 465461
BEThEl, t SITED
Church School
•
Mourning Worship
MARTIN S CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Smodig-EMEOM
• .•
- 1040a in -WerSh4pnerewe
lid ith Sun Night
10 30 a m
Sunday School
6 OD p m
BROOK S CHAPEL UNITED
.
AtASONS CHAPEL UNITED
1000am
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
1100am
Morning Worship
—41 130 a m
Sunday School
lull, Sid Sun. Night
W1(' MMICI
7 OD p m
Sunday
2nd
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 130 1st & 2nd Sunday.
11 00&m 40 Sunday:Surday School IC -Or
10 00 m 3rd 4th Sunday School 10 00
a m 101. 3rd-dill Sund&y 11 a m 3is
am ist & Ind Sunday. 11 00a m 3161 4th
Sunday
Sunday
MT HEBRON
•
('6,115 CAMPGInit ND
Worship Sernce 10-50a in irt Sunday k
Worship Service
.9 00 trOD 3rd Sunchiy. Sunday School 11-40
Sunday School
a 45 am tat Sunday - 10_013e.m .2riti. 3rd &
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
th Sunday
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
In 00 a in
Warship
1000 a m
•
Sunday School
1100am 400pm
11110•m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED •
040110 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
9 45 a m
Nor-ship
Worship Service
1100am
Sunday School
11 00 am
Sundal. School.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
10 00 am
a 45 a in
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10 45 a M
Morning Worship
Church School
10 00.a in
Evening_
. .
Worship-Serviee
ii 00-am
01.11.0".
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
Evening Ser
- 630pm
' 1050am
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11_00ism.
Morning Worship
Worship
10 00 a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday -School
11 00 a rn
MOO a in
Worship
Morning
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
- 1E00 a m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10-00 m
ViAYMEN CHAPEL
Morning Worship
00 a in
AME CHCHURCH
KIRKSEY LiNtTED
10 co sin
somas...Utica_
.
Sunday School.
WArlarn
1100am, ,
Morning Bernice
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
PaBiOr William J Pratt
Evening Worship
700 o.m

Bl..a11 HI', ER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
"
6.00p
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunda) School
1000am
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Services
6 00 pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
sadly_ School
9 45 a m
Morning Senores
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 10 pm
DEXTER.BAFTIST CHURCH .
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p rr
Sunday School
10 110 an
KorsMp Service
II 00 a m
unday Night
D
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
-undaySchool
' 00 gill
Morning Worship
11 10am
-.veiling Worship
6 Rpm
A ednesday Evening
700 Pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship •
0.43 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship .
11 00 a m
Evening dorihm
010 p int
FAITH BAPTIST
Monwig Worship
u100am
Evening Worship '
00 pm
• FIRST'-BAPTIST
Sunday School -4 30 a m.
Worship
10 45 a_m_ k 00 p m
Church Training
4 00-penFLINTBAPT1ST
Morning *orally
.
a in
Evening worship
4,6 p

GRACE BAPTIST
5 45 a m
Sunday Itt hoot
10 43 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Singing Eve worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
5 00 p in
Church Training
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday E vening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship S.rnice
6 30 p m
E..ening Service
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
It 00 a in
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday Schooi
10 00 a m
Preaching
1100am &BOO pm
Wednesday Night
I 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ISISOn201y
'
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
II 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 ODam
Eveeing Worship
7 00 pm
NEW PRO% IDENCE
Sunday School
1000am
Preaching Sers
11 00 a m
SIghtly
A rib er
-

TERRY'S PAINT
1. DECORATING CENTER

•

COUNTRY. CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871
Specializing

Rt 1. Murray
753 2540

S.

•
,

.1.; .."-*".
*

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

DIALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

489-2533

Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
19
1 00
0(1 am
Evening Worship
COLD% ATER
MOnung Worship
.
.
Evening Worship
0-00p
.
DEXTER
. 1050 ern
Morning Worship
•Evertmg•Worstrip - •FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1060 a m.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
II '410-11-111-First Worship
14 30 a m
. GREEN PLAIN
Sunday School
a 30 a m
BM* Study- - • • 10116-11
-Seeond Worship —'
113;10111
Morning Service
1.0 43 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worstup
6 00 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Wed Worship
7'3D p.m
Morning Worship
10-n0 a.m
HAZEL CHURCH
Evening Worship
6.CO p.m
. OF CHFUST
• WILLIAMSCHAPEL-• - •
Bible Study
10 60 a m
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
.. Romp/ Wornhip _
11 Warn
Evening-Worship
6 00 p m
Wed Eve Bible Study
7 00 p
Mid -Week Worship
7 00 o m
•
HICKORY GROVE BETHEL Cht
..CHURCH OF. CHRIST
Sunday School.
10-00 a m
Sunday School .
1000am
Worship Service
II 06 am
•
Mormlig*unship
11 '00 am
Evening WoraMp
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CALVARY
TEMPLE
KISMET CHURCH
Sunday.
School
10
00 a m
OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11 001 m
Sunday School
10 03 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
Morning Worship
10 Ham
Vied Service
7 30 p m
- Evenlng Worship
7pm
THE
CHURCH
OF
JESUS
• •
•Sunday & Wednesdays
CHRIST . Almo Heights
wr OLIVE
Sunday School
10 On a m
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship Senice II 00 a m 17 OD p m
- • 10.00.a.m
Sunday School
FAITH APOSTOLIC •
Morning Worship 11 00 am
• _CHURCH
Evening Worship
00 pm
2205(*Atwater qa
.
- • - NEWCONCORD
Sun Ser
10-11 am 7700pm
Morning Service
10 30 em
Wed-Bible Study
"7'00
p.m
6 00 p.m
- Evening Worship
F4RST ASSEMBLY OF•GOD
KEW PROVIDENCE =
.SupcLay School
•
. .10,00 a.m.
11.00am
Itornmg Worship
Morning worship
11 DO a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Sunday Evening .
7 00 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Time:Wits
'
400 p m
Morning-Worship
1045 a m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
erng Worship
600 p.m
Saturday Evening 7 00 p.m
Sunday Morning
.
Iv
a in.
Sumia!, Evening
OAK pit 1-1
OP
II a in
MorsTip
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
and0 TO p
CENTER
leith at Calloway
OWENS CHAPEL
Church School
10 On a in.
Morning Worship
II 000 m
Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Sunday
Evening
6 30 p in
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1 •N ITE I 'ENTECOST
MISSION
CHURCH NEW l'ONColtli
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
Worship
11 00 a m
Worslub Seri,
1100am 60(1pm
Worship
6p m
Vied Service
7 00 p fl
POPLAR SPRING
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 al a m
Sunday Services
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
610pm
6 00 p m
SALEM BAPTISTMorning Worship
II 00am
Evening Worship
7 15 pro

a 507 S. 12%

753-21114

Storey's
Food Giant
Iii Air Shopping Center

Ka
wili
th1
a du
Of Vi
sung
Choi:
vice.
by '
Mull

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
ppPIZZA HUT*

Aft

Jo
sioni
Jape
NV
Begi

•Pizzs•Pssts•Ssndwkhes "flia
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

'

Vaughn's Plumbing

•

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

I.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
7532411

201 S. 3rd.

1
fr
0:n1
°5(
direFirs:
Chu
Chur
Ph

with
orga
anth
On J

spea
you
Chur

Tape

Murray Electric System

meet
: 4:)
63

401 Olive - 753-5312

Th4
s
Cpei
ulav

PENTECOSTAL

CATHOLIC

SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Ser'vlee
11.00 a m.
Evening Worship
00 p.m
SINKING SPRING
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship •
SPRING CREEK
10 00 a in
Sunday School
WOO• m
Morning_ Worship 6 30-p m
Training Union
7 30 p m
Evening Viorship
730pm
Wed Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
9-45 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11 CIO a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening
7 RI p m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
1000am
Sunday School
10 50 dm
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 013 pm
Trii3 p m
Wed Evening Ser

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
Sunday

5 00 p m
9 00• m
ST LEO'S
CATFIOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
Sat
COO p
8.00 a_m,Sunday
II 00 a m Sunday

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN S EPISCOPAL
8 00 a m
Holy Communion
915 a m
Christian EducaUon
10 30
Holy Communion

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a •-rSEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
•
Fat 9 15 a r,
46vrshp
Sat 11 RI a rl

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Bsikling Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete

East Main Street

OIj
CORR

\.

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
!I -----' 719 South 12th
753-3822

ppp
,Open All Year
Fresh Fruits

o

'3-fillbaly 'Barn

4..

1105 Pogue 753-1489

753-2380

JCPenney
Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Esert,da) Lossest Prescription Prices
Byron Forhus. Pharmacist
Glendale 11 '4 hitncll. IBehind Big John'.) 713-1175

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555
Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-1 1 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
a.m.-'Midnight

South l
arse(
Southaldio Cwt."

753-8971

H. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly
Break tost Served
6 o.m..1U:3U a.ni*
A

AMP

Pow(
vice
Man
6:30
Popli
Chur
of b
obsez
dKre,
hour.
e

Churl
Hang
Chu
mem
Mg I:
Haz
orgar
IY4 Pi
Cia
Ph
Faulli
speak
6:30r
Gos

Methwilt
Lawr
wffl
devot
Chi
direct
with
orga:
Beacl
day S
Venal
begin
Ft
Thi
Schel
Cill
wan 2

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Wonli
from

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel
Bel-Air

Shopping Center

753-2706

Compliments of

5125. 121h

(C1
oti 1
753-4563

ailiMarve=m
THE SAVING PLACE-

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th-

641 Super Shell
Open 6:30 s.nr.-Cisss 11:00 p.m.
Woodsy Opts 11;00e.m..C1ese 10:00 p.m.
19•11:IDesey:----a'...,

10:45
Firs
Chur
D
dire I

Th

D & W Auto Supply

=

UNIROYAL

tv. Blocks East
of S. 12th

Vegetables

We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment

E- —]

753-3540

GOLDEN
CORRAL

•

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

leo Todd a Lorry Nolo

Ilwy. 121

ALMO

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-23931

IMMANCEL LUTI-IF.RAN
Sunday School k
*459 m
Bible Class
in 00 a m
Worship

Lynn Grove, Ky
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Joe Todd .Motor Sales

6 Days A Week 6-1

CHURCH OF CHRIST

r

WAL-MART

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

&recedes & Caseliee

hevron

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
030S ISO St. .
-Sunday School
11 00* m
Sacrament Meet •
11 Warn

• SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
. 10 459 m
Evening Worship
0-00 pm
•
SEVENTH Ili.POPLAR •
Worship Service
* W am
Bible Study
945 a m
Worship Service
10 40 a m
Evening Worship
SOO p.m
Wed Bible Study.
7 30 p m.
Winter
00 p.m Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship- -Eventhg WoBUitp • '
601pm

:

B Til
spea
a.m.
at th
Chu,
will
At
Milli
piani

753-6433

Compements of

SUPER AMERICA

County Lige Grocery

LUTHERAN

la

Pete Clayton - Mgr. •20 Years Experience

DAY SAINTS
Fanner Ave & 17th St . Murray
Sunday
11 OD a m
Sunday School
11 00 a-rn:
hid Wed
7 30 p m
RR Ina Wed
. 11 00-5 nO • m

ley Mcluslree, Pnreacist
Olympic Plaza

Compliments of

OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

SERVALL

Everyday Love Price Prescription Seryse

Wall & Floor Covering
Smith:id. Shopping Center
!MOWN
753-3321

Hours. Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 em.1o4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
wet & Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
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Zechariah 14:7 — But
It shall come to pass,
that at evening time it
shall be light.
This scripture is
rather paradoxical from
the standpoint that light
is suppose to go to trilight then darkness.
Each of us have heard
the statement,
The
darkest hour is just
before the dawn," but
nowhere and from none
have we heard the statement, "The brighest
hour is just before the

...FE

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Plymouth

By JAMES H.CAIN,
pastor, Lake-land
Apostolic Church
darkness.," The prophet 29 out of 39 Old TestaCould we not take a
was giving us pro- ment books and 17 out of lesson and be apphetically a picture of 27 New Testament preciative of the blessthis age.
Books.
ings and light we have
Before considering
Some of the more fre- rather than consistently
the subject from a pro- quent users of the sub- cursing the darkness,
phetic aspect, let's look ject of light would be ills and disappointments
at the word light. It is found in Genesis 1, Job, that could so easily
defined as "an il- Psalms, Isaiah, gospel work for our good.
luminating agent, the of John, epistles of John
This writer is convincopposite of darkness." and Revelation. It is in- ed that some things
The word "light" is teresting to note that not should be looked upon as
found 258 times in the any of these writers simply "Grace
Bible compared to 156 uses the word Orowers" or exercises
times for the word "darkness" as often as that will cause us to flex
darkness. The word they do the . word
(Cont'd on page 7)
"light" is mentioned in "light."
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Area churches announce weekend services, activities

.1

Various churches in members sing the an- scripture from Revela- direct the
music with
city and county have an- them, "Go Not Far tion 11:3-13 at 7 p.m. ser- Emily
Davis as
nounced services and From Me,0 God," with vice at the Sinking Spr- organlit. meetings for Sunday, Cynthia Scribner as ing Baptist Church.
Assisting will be Bob
Jan. 27, as follows:
organist. A special
Max McGinnis will Anderson, Bill Marvin,
"Hunger Offering" for direct the choir as Howard
Titsworth, Don
Westaide Baptist
the starving of Ethiopia members sing "Come McCord, Ron
Cella,
The Rev. Charles will be accepted today. Unto Me" with
Laura M.C. Ellis, Mike Holton,
Blair of Clinton will
Seventh and Poplar
Paschall as organist Dan McKeel, Fred
speak at the 9 and 10:50
John Dale, minister,. and Sharon Furches as Wells, Maurine Loftin
a.m. and 6 p.m.services will speak about pianist. -Steve Knot will and Sarah
Van Meter.
at the Westaide Baptist "Handling Aright the serve as deacon of the
Elders breakfast will
Church. Tommy Scott Word of Truth" with week.
be at 8 a.m., Sunday
will direct the music.
scripture from II
Grace Baptist
School will be at 9:30
• At the 9 a.m. service Timothy 2:15 at 8:30 and
The liev. R.J. Burpoe, a.m. and Christian
Millie Baker will be 10:40 a.m. services and pastor, will speak
about Women's Fellowship
pianist and Kathy Ligon "As A Man Thinketh In "Will The Christian will
be at 3 p.m.
will be organist. Bill and His Heart" with scrip- Sin?" at 10:50 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
serKathy Ticknor will sing ture from Proverbs vice and about "How
The Rev. Jim SimTo
a duet. "Jesus Is Lord 23:6-7 at 6 p.m. service Tell If We Are A Child of mons,
interim pastor,
Of Way I Feel" will be at the Seventh and God" at the 45:30
p.m. will speak- at the 10:50
sung by the Church Poplar Church of Christ. service at the
Grace a.m. service at the
Choir at the 10:50 serAssisting will be Jerry Baptist Church. Leland Memorial Baptist
vice. Solos will be sung Bolls, Jerry Ainley, Peeler will direct
the Church. Guy Cunnby Tony Oliver and Denny Jones, Jr., Tom- Choir as members sing ingham, deacon
of the
Millie Baker.
my Schroeder, Dan "He Did It All For Me" week, and Charles
First Methodist
Grimes, Danny Cleaver, at the morning hour. Adams will assist.
Joe Stroud, mis- Keith Farley, Jerry Dwane Jones
will be Milton Gresham. will
sionary at Matsuyama, Fulton, Emmanuel organist
and Anita direct the music with
Japan, will speak about Manners, Tommy Car- Smith will be
pianist.
Margaret Wilkins as ac"Where Mission raway, Ned Mathis,
First Christian
companist. The Men's
Begins" with scripture Charles Olree, Jim
Dr. David C. Roos, Choir will sing and
from Acts 3:1-10 at the Ragsdale, Barry
pastor, will speak about George Lewis will sing a
10:50 a.m. service at the Canter, Brent Canter,
"Lot Vs. Abram?" with solo.
First United Methodist George Patterson, Paul
scripture from Genesis . SHARE, a musical
Church.
Ragsdale, Steve Steele, 13:8-12 at the 10:45 a.m. group from Baptist StuThe Chancel Choir, Max Walker, Roy Harservice at the First dent genter, will predirected by Paul Shahan mon, Billy Rue Nix and
Christian Church. sent a concert at 7 p.m.
with Bea Farrell as John Paul Nix.
MargarSt Boone will service. Sunday School
organist, will sing the
." Salem Baptist
anthem,"I Lay My Sins
Roger Burt of.
•
On Jesus."
Madisonville will be the
Mr. Stroud also will guest speaker at the 11
speak to the adult and a.m. services at the
youth classes for Salem Baptist Church.
Church School at 9:45 He and his wife will prea.m. The Missions Video sent special music. This
Tape will be shown at service will be in obser6:30 p.m. UMYF will vance of Baptist Men's
meet at 5 p.m.
Day. A breakfast for all
Poplar Spring
men will be at 7:30 a.m.
The Rev. Chester P. at the church, according
Culver, pastor, will to Dan, Miller, Baptist
speak about "Prayer Men's Director. The
Power" at 11'a.m. ser- Rev. Charles Simmons
vice and about "The is church pastor.
Man At the Pool" at the
Hazel Baptist
6:30 p.m. service at the
The Rev. James T.
Poplar Spring Baptist Garland, pastor, will
Church. The ordinance speak at 11 a.m. and
of baptism will be 6:30 p.m. services at the
observed at the evening Hazel Baptist Church.
hour.
Gene Orr Miller will
Ken Borgarciing will direct the music with
direct Children's Gwyn Key as organist
Church at 11 a.m. Dan and Oneida White as
Hargrave will direct the pianist.
Church 'Choir as
South Pleasant
members sing "SteppThe Rev. Paul
ing In The Light" with McAdoo, pastor, will
Hazel Brandon, speak from Mark 1 at
organist, and Carol Kel- the 10:45 a.m. service at
ly, pianist.
the South Pleasant
.•
Grove United Methodist
Goshen Methodist
- The Rev. Don Church. His children's
Faulkner, pastor, will sermon will also be
speak at the 11 a.m. and from the same scrip8:30 p.m. services at the ture. He also will speak
Goshen United at 6 p.m. service.
"Jesus Is Coming
Methodist Church. He
will be assisted by Joe Soon" will be sung by
Lawrence. Pat Brunn the Church Choir at the
will give the children's morning hour. Truman
Whitfield will direct the
devotion.
Charles Proffitt will music with Kathy Erwin
•Includes Shampoo
direct the song Service" as organist and Tommy
& Hair Conditioner
with Carla Halides as Gaines and Kathy Erorganist and Tracy win as pianists. Also
•15 Oz.
;Beach as pianist. Sun- assisting will be Holmes
day School wall Carolyn Dunn, Darrell and
Venable as director will Dianne Clark, Kenny
begin at 10 a.m.
rwin, Ronnie Jackson,
Roger Kimbro and
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Daryl Rodgers.
Schellingerhout, pastor,
Sinking Spring
will speak about "How
The Rev. Eddie
Can God Love Our 'Young, pastor, will
World?" with scripture speak about "The
from Jonah 3:10 at the Authority of Jesus" with
10:45 a.m. service at the scripture from Luke
First Presbyterian 4:32-44 at 11 a.m. serChurch.
vice and about "the Two
Daniel Craig will Olive Trees and Two
direct the choir as Lamp Stands" with

•

afk.allariwor.

will be at 9:40 a.m. and Mahfoud, Pat Harcourt, Alison Sickel.
classes will start at 9:15
Church Training at '6 Ann Harcourt and
Christian Education -a.m.
p.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak at
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at the First
Baptist Church. He will
be assisted by the Rev.
G.T. Moody, associate
pastor, and Fred
Workman and Charles
Hale, deacons of the
week.
"My Song In the
Night" will be sung by
the Adult Choir with
Wayne Halley, minister
of music, as director.
Accompanists will be
Joan Bowker, Mlene
Knight and Vicki
Woods.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.

• if;%'-k

NO LIMIT
MOVIE SPECIAL

Rent any number of
movies for only $3.00
each. Pickup FridayBring back Monday.
3 Days for the
price of 1
V.C.R. RENTALS
$5.75 Per Day
or $15 Per Week

Episcopal
Fr. David Robinein,
vicar, will conduct Holy
Eucharist services at 8
and 10:30 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal
Church.
Assisting will Jeffery
Sickel, Fred Mahfoud,
Heather Doyle, Kathy
Mowery, Elizabeth
Whitmer, Anise
Sells

Less • V.

Murray's
Only Complete
Rental Store

RENTAL4SALES
CENTER

We're Growing To Get
Your Business

7for Less

200E Mom

753.820l

•Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wol-Mnrt Sells fo- Less •Wo -Mari Sells for Less

WAI:MART
Polaroid or
Panasonic Blank
Video Tapes

Stripe or Check
Kitchen Towels

•For 2-4-6 hour recording
capability wide variety of uses
•Durable and reliable 'Reg. 5.88

eReg. 86'
--

Limit 2

4
00/00magm-_,...., Cascade
•50 Ounces •Lemor
or regular
•Automatic dishwashing detergent
•For virtually
spotless dishes
•Reg. 2.38
Sale

Faberge
Value Pack
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Thought...
(Cont'd from page 8)
our mental, physical
and spiritual muscles.
Read I Corinthians
10:13. In, every dispensation God had a way to
give both natural and
spiritual light to his people. Someone has said,
"The light shines
brightest and is appreciated more in the
midst of great
darkness." This was
very evident, after 400
dark (also known as
silent) years between
Malachi and Matthew.
The, coming of John.
the Baptizer was prophesied in Isaiah 40:3
and Malachi 3:1. Then
six months later would
come one who would
elaim "I am the light of
the world." (John'9:5)
The evening time was
nearing and the light
was ready to shine.
As the dispensation of
the law and.the pktipheta
was closing, the grace
(also known as the
'church* age) or sixth
dispensation was
ushered in on the day of
Pentecost..
It is thought by many
that from a Theological

perspective that the last
days as spoken by Joel
(Acts 2:16-17) began on
the day of Pentecost and
we in 1985 are in the last
of last days as Paul
wrote to Timothy. (II
Timothy 3:1).
We live in a type of the
days of Noah, Sodom
and Gomorrah and as
wicked as Nazareth in
the days of Jesus, and
note that no city or nation would abound in
sins worse than today.
While men's deeds
and words are growing
worse and worse, the
light is shining brighter
and brighter. Today we
have more Bibles, more
preachers, more
literature, more light
shining through the
media, and in general,
never has the light
shown brighter and farther than presently even
in this degenerate age.

Johnsons
Baby Powder
•24 Ounce
•Reg. 2.97
Sale

Wash
Cloths
•100% Catton
loom, cotton
polyester base
•Assorted solids,
prints, and
jacquard cloths
•Reg. 50' Each

Sony VCX 60- Blank Cassette Tapes
•For High Bias
Recording
•Reg. 2.53

Wal-Mart
Bathroom
Tissue
•Reg 87c

67

A:\\

Sole

Limit 2

Tnati."

darkness, let's turn on
the light. Jesus said
(John 8:12) I am the
light of the world; he
that foLloweth me shall
not walk in darkness,
but shall have the light
of life.
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Purcell advances
to quarterfinals
against Connors
_
'

t

-

'From AP Reports'
PHILADELPHIA - Murray's Mr. Upset.
Mel Purcell, continues to surprise seeded
players in the $.300,000 U.S. Pro Indoor Tennis
Championships this week.
The-latest overlooker was No.10 Ben 'resterman. The Knoxville. Tenn.. native started off
losing a 7-6 7-4 r first set, won the second 6-3.
then watched as Purcell came back to win the
match 6-4.
Testerman, a 6-foot-3 left-hander who advanced to the final 16 last year after having to
qualify for the tourney, constantly rushed the
• net only to be thwarted in the end by Purcell's
passing shots.
Purcell overcame Testerman's 5-3 lead in
the first set and won a.tiebreaker after taking
the first five points.
Testerman came back for a 4-1 lead in the
Second set and then barely stood off a strong
challenge by Purcell to even the match.
In the deciding third set. Purcell broke service with a running pass shot down the line to
lead 5-3. Testerman came right back to break
Purcell's serve. But Testerman couldn't retain his service in the face of Purcell's strong
placement attack and lost the match with a
lunging high volley forehand into.the net.
Purcell, who knocked off No.7 seeded Jimmy Arias 6-7_ 4-71. 6-4, 6-4 on Wednesday., advances to the quarterfinals and faces the No.2
. seed Jimmy Connors today.
Other third-round action Thursday included
No.1 seed John McEnroe dispatching Brad
,Gilbert of Piedmont. Calif.. by 6-1 6-2 in only 53
minutes: Scott Davis of Balmoor. Fla_ upset
No.9 Tomas Smid of Czechoslovakia. 6-4. 6-3:
Milosiav Mecir of Czechoslovakia toppled
No.11 Ramesh Krishnan of India, 7-5, 6-4: and
Connors took a hotly-contested 1 hour and 33
minutes to ,eliminate 19-year-_o1d Stefan
Edberg of Sweden 7-6 17-51. 6-2 after brilliant
hitting on both sides.
The winner of the title on Sunday will
receive 154,000. The runnerup will receive
.$27,000:

Local fans brace for
'Super Bowl' of OVC

CUTOFF - Murray: High defender Kelly Ridley (white
jersey) stops the
progress of Carlisle County guard Stephanie Brown
during Thursday night
action. Rushing added a team-high 12 points to her
tough defense. MHS won
the game 78-17.
Photo by David Tuck

Harrell apologetic after 78-17 MHS win over Carlisle
By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
Coaches are seldom
apologetic after a victory, but a 78-17 win
over visiting Carlisle
County made Murray
High - girls basketball
coach Jimmy Harrell an
exception to the rule
Thursday night.
"I took my starters
out after the first
quarter and my second
team kept scoring. Then
I put my third team in
and they 'kept scoring

‘..

too," Harrell said.
'We told everybody to
"What else could -I
have fun and score, and'
do?"
all but three scored in
Carlisle County's girls
the first half," Harrell
have been struggling all
said.
season. The Murray
Tonight the Tigers
High game marked the
take their 7-5 record to
12th consecutive loss for
Heath, _where they will
the Lady Comets, a
face some stiffer, comteam with three ing in 10 points to
help petition than they saw
seventh-graders on the her team to a
24-4 Thursday night.
varsity roster of eight.
margin after the first
"We'll have a tough
The Tiger front line quarter.
game at..Heath,....--Haw•took control early in the
By intermission the rell said. "They're big
game. Senior guard Tigers were up by
36 and physical - it will be
Leslie Thompson led the with the second unit
on a little different from
Murray charge by toss- the floor.
tonight."

The Ledger & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special low rate) and news'
1 stories.
) Profile will be distributed to
every Murray household and will
' be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.

MURRAY (IS) - Ridley. D. 2 0-0
4, Thompson 4 2-3 10; Swift 1 0.02.
Hays 1 2-5 4; Harcourt 1 0-0 2;
Ridley, K.60-0 1.2; Thurmond 10.02,
Kurz 2 0-0 4; Stalls 1 0-0 2. Randolph
3 1.3 7; Csthey 1 2-4 4. Bassett 2 1-1 5;
Roos 1 0.02, Hamilton 2 0-0 4; Long 2
0-0 4, Schwan 4 2-2 10 Fouled out
none
CARLISLE CO. (17.) - Brown 2
5-119. Bailey 2 2-2 6, Gilbert 0 1-4 1 ,
Roell 0 1-4 1; Dalton, Davis. Carter,
Allen 0 0-0 0 Fouled out: none

Lemoignan
listed among
nation's best
in two events

Murray State's Val
Lemoignan has been
ranked among the nation's best in the January
issue of "Women's Track
and Field World" in two
event's. Lemoignan, a
senior from South Hampton, England, is ranked
23rd in the heptathlon
and 45th in the 100-meter
hurdles.
"We are all very proud
of Val," said women's
track coach Margaret
Simmons."She is a very
hard worker and very
deserving of the ranking
along with the honor that
goes with it."
Lemoignan turned in a
score of 5,479 points in
the heptathlon at the
Kansas Relays last
spring. The heptathloh is
a combination of seven
events which are competed over a two-day
period. Her best time in
the 100-meter hurdles
was a 13.95 clocking at
the NCAA Championships last May in
Eugene. Ore.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A major cause of concern this
week at Murray State was whether
there was still enough time to install
seat belts in Racer Arena.
Unfortunately, with the arrival of
Tennessee Tech for Saturday's 7:30
p.m. game, there's a strong
possibility that fans will be left to
their own devices when it comes to
holding onto their seats.
Tennessee Tech and Murray
State, for the benefit of those folks
who spent this' week" in outer
Mongolia, are the top-ranked teams
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Both are 4-1 in OVC play, with
Tech being the OVC coaches'
preseason pick to finish the season
at No.1 and Murray Is the surprise
challenger with a rebuilt team of
junior college transfers gelled with a
smattering of reliable senior talent.
Despite their early successes, both
teams recently proved their OVC
mortality by losing either last Saturday or Monday night.
Against .Eastern Kentucky last
Saturday, the Racers fell victim to
an unfortunate player-uniform
number mixup an
the ensuing
technical free throws. They also
witnessed some mixed up officiating
in the final seconds as the game officials sent the wrong Colonel to the.
foul line in the waning seconds and
he proceeded to alter MSU's
unbeaten conference record, 53-51.
Tech held on to its OVC perfection
until Monday night when the Golden
Eagles were clotheslined 68-67 by a
final-second Youngstown State shot.
Last night in non-conference action, the Golden Eagles took another
jolt by losing to Southwest Louisiana, 89-82. That loss broke Tech's
18-game home winning streak in
Eblen Center.
Despite recent failings, however,
Saturday's matchup promises to
provide the kind of dream game
sports fans were deprived of on
Super Bowl Sunday.
A glance at the league stats provide enough hype for this game to be
the Super Bowl of basketball in the
OVC this week.
Tennessee Tech, 11-5, is the OVC
leader in seOring offense averaging
74,points per game. MSU boasts the
No.1 scoring defense in the cdnference allowing) only 57.6 per
contest.
Murray has the No.4 scoring offense (68.1 points) going against
Tech's No.4 scoring defense (68.3).
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Four Murray starters are averaging in double figures, with the fifth,
senior center Mike Lahm, hanging
close with 9.4 points per game. As a
team, the 'lacers are shooting 53
percent from the field.
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OVC Matchup:

No.1 MSU defense,
No.4 offense
versus
No.1 TTU offense,
No.4 defense

S

Senior guard Craig Tall9y leads
MSU with 13 points, and the other
guard,junior college transfer Zedrie
is,second on the team with
12.9 points. Vada Martin and Chuck
Glass are the other Racers of note
with 12.4 and 10.5 scoring averages,
respectively. Martin and Glass are
1-2 in rebounding With 6.8 and 6.6
boards each contest.
Tech counters with forward
Stephen Kite, the league's secondleading scorer (16.5) who also picks
off 6.5 caroms a game. Jimmy
Elliott adds 13.6 points per game,
and Carlton Clarington chips in 11.5.
Lonnie Boone, another Golden Eagle
forward capable of breaking loose,
was within 83 points of his 1,000-point
careei total prior to Thursday's loss.
In their careers against Murray
State, three Golden Eagles are
averaging in double figures. In four
games against Racer tearns,.Kite
owns a 20.2-point average along with
grabbing 9.2 rebounds mug). time.
Elliott .has averaged 13.2 points in
four games against MSU opponents
and Boone, in six clashes with the
Racers, has 12.1 scoring and 5.0 rebounding averages.
Murray, 14-3 overall, has built a
seven-game winning streak with an
8-1 record in Racer Arena this
season.
"When you're faced with the team
picked to win it all, it's a mental and
physical contest," admitted MSU
Coach Ron Greene earlier this week.
"(Saturday) We'll see wHat we're
made of."
Anc
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Flu bug floors Lady Racers
prior to big game with Tech
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Things couldn't look
much worse for the
Murray State Lady
Racers as they prepare
to face the top two
teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference, back-toback.
Half of Bud Childers'
lineup is out with the flu
and the other half is in
danger of coming down
with it at any moment.
Included in the list of
doubtful players for
Saturday's home game
against Tennessee Tech
is the Lady Racers'
leading scorer Mina
Todd.
Todd, a two-time AllPurchase.Player of the
Year at Calloway County High, will not be
listed as a starter for the

Big Snow
Sale on all
Used Bikes at
Overby Honda
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Tech game and may not 5 p.m. tipoff).
play at all, according to
According to Childers,
the MSU sports infor- "Tech and Middle are
mation office reports to- definitely the class of
day. Todd is averaging the league. They're both
12.4 points per game well-coached teams and
while the No.2 scorer for they have some of the
MSU is former Marshall best players we'll face
County High standout all season. We've got
Shawna Smith who is our work cut out for us
canning 12.2 points per these next two games.
"
outing.
Murray State, 8-10
Smith has been sick overall and 2-3 in the
all week along, with OVC, is listed as -the
teammate, Madge No.2 free throw shootin
g
Smalley, although both team in the league with
are expected to start a 67.9 percent success
SatuKday night.
rate.
Luckily team rebound
Tech owns a fourleader Melody Ottinger, game winning streak
who also scores in dou- coming into Saturday's
ble figures (10.4), has contest including OVC
avoided the flu bug victories over Akron
along with freshman and Youngstown State
center Lynnette Hayden last weekend.
who will have her hands
full against. Tech's
Cheryl Taylor.
Taylor, a sophomore
center, is averaging 18.4
points and 13.9 rebounds
- tops in both
categories for the
NEW YORK (AP) -•
Golden Eaglettes. Thirteen major
league
Hayden counters with baseball player
s, inan improving inside cluding relief aces Jesse
game where the former jocose° of the New
York
Owensboro Catholre Meta and Bill Caudill
of
standout has tossed in the Toronto Blue
Jays
8.6 points and nabbed and Boston Red
Sox
six boards in each of her • third baseman
Wade
last five outings.
Boggs, filed for salary
After colliding With arbitration Thursd
ay.
Tech Saturday (5 p.m.
The additions brought
tipoff), the Lady Racers to 26 the total of players
host Middle Tennessee, who have filed,
with
the top team in the another day to go
before
league, on Monday (also Friday's detkilln
e.
-*
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Watch Monday's
paper for details!
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Officials aided most by new liberalized blocking rules
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
College football will have a new rule this fall
designed to bring uniformity to run-blocking and
pass-blocking. And while it may indeed benefit
teams that like to run the ball, the people it will •
probably help the most are the officials.
In the most significant rules change - none of
which should raise the ire of too many coaches the NCAA has fully liberalized its blocking rule
to permit blockers to fully extend their arms on
both running and passing plays.
"This will certainly help from the standpoint
that officials will be able to call penalties," Said
Army Coach Jim Young, whose team led the nation in rushing last fall. "It's been a real problem
to figure out what's legal and what's not."
Under the old rule, blockers were not allowed
to extend their arms "more than one-half of a full
extension" unless they were blocking "behind

another team that likes to run the ball. "They're
just legalizing something that everyone's been
doing."
There have been numerous complaints in recent years that offensive linemen were holding
on almost every play. The uproar reached a peak
following national champion Brigham Young's
24-17 victory over Michigan in the Holiday Bowl
when BYU Coach LaVell Edwards claimed it
was a misconception that passing teams do more
holding than running teams. He cited runoriented Michigan and Ohio State as two of the
principal offenders. Michigan's Bo
Schembechler replied that BYU, the nation's top
passing team in seven of the last nine years,
"should be outlawed, absolutely outlawed" for
its alleged holding tactics.

New rules
adopted
for 1985
the neutral zone while retreating" - i.e., passblocking. They may now legally block with the
.shoWder, hands, outer surface of the arm or any
other part of the body provided the hands are in
advance of the elbows, inside the frames of both
the blocker's and the opponent's bodies and at or
below the shoulder of the player being blocked.
"It's not that big a deal and I don't think it will
make any difference," said Pat Dye of Auburn,

"I don't think this (new rule) will help anybody
(i.e., running teams)," said David M. Nelson,
secretary-rules editor of the NCAA Football

SCOREBOARD

Cold weather layoff doesn't
hamper Calloway hot streak
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
After a six day lay-off
the Calloway County
Lady Lakers returned to
the court Thursday
night at home and proved that the cold weather
can cancel many things
but it cannot stop a hot
streak.
The CCHS hostesses
ran their winning streak
to seven games as they
destroyed Lyon County
67-42.
The Lady Lakers have
not lost Since Dec. 13
when Trigg County turned back the Calloway
women 67-50 in Cadiz.
With a seven game-winning streak Laker skipper John Orr says he is
happy to be 9-2 at this
point.
"This was a good
game for us to win,"
said Orr. "We've got
two district games coming up at Mayfield
Saturday night and
Marshall County here
Tuesday. We needed
this one."

Calloway will travel
to Mayfield Saturday
night with a girls matchup at 6 p.m. and the
boys game immediately
following. Both games
were rescheduled from
Tuesday because of bad
'weather.
Orr said Christy
Anderson is really
beginning to play well
and gain the confidence
she needs as a
sophomore. With 15
points and seven rebounds to her credit
against Lyon County,
Anderson saw no action
during the final period
after she got into foul
trouble during•the third
quarter.
'The first half was the
best I have seen her
play, offensively," said
Orr. "She's getting a little bit better every
game."
Orr said his team hit a
slow spot in the second
period •allowing Lyon
County's offense to
score 17-points while the
Lakers mustered 19, but

a big first half kept his
team above water with
a 37-24 lead at the half.
As the Lady Laker
lead began to grow, Orr
cleared his bench lir' id
gave some of his young
players valuable time
on the court. Two of the
CCHS starters - Anderson and Sherri
Gallimore
watched
the contest from the
sidelines during the
final period.
"It makes you feel
good when your other
players can get out
there, and play," said
the Lady Laker skipper.
'Whey all work hard in
practice too, and the only way they are going to
get better is to get out
there and play."
at OCRS
CALLOWAY (Ii) - Moss 3 0-0 6;
Malcolm 6 0-2 12, Anderson 7 1.2 15,
HUI 1 7-10 9; Gallimore 2 1.25, Ross 1
5-78. Darnell 25-7 9; Marquardt 1 0-1
2; Gibbs 0 2-2 2. Totals - 24 19-33 V.
LYON 00. (42) - Buchanan 22-3
6; Holland 2 1.2 5, Grimes 1 4-46.
Pinnegar 5 14 11. Matchen 1 7-59;
Dixon 01.21, Lisanby 0 4-4 4. Totals
- 11 20-S8 42_
Halftime - Callaway Co 37, Lyon
Co. 24

Cincinnati beats Louisville
after 17 losses to Cardinals
HOT PURSUIT - Calloway County's Christy
Anderson (43) chases down a loose ball in a recent game this season. Anderson is improving
with each contest, says CCHS Coach John Orr,
and Thursday against Lyon County she played
one of her best games of the year.

Purdue's Lewis wrecks
Indiana dreams for win
The Associated Press
Purdue guard Troy
Lewis was a nervous
wreck preparing,for the
Indiana game
and
then went art and
helped to wreck 'the
Hoosiers.
"I Was nervous when I
got up in the morning,"
the freshman said. "I've
got a lot of friends on the
Indiana team."
When the chips were
down, however, Lewis
was up - helping to bring the Boilermakers
back from an eightpoint deficit and a 62-52
victory over the nation's
13th-ranked college
basketball team.
."The crowd (in Purdue's Mackey Arena)
brought me back to my
high school days - the
Anderson gym is just as
noisy as Mackey," said
Lewis, who averaged
35.3 points a game as a
senior at Anderson High
School last year and
shared the "Mr. Basket-

ball" title with Delray
Brooks, now a freshman
at Indiana.
Lewis, a 56 per cent
shooter with a 9.3 scoring average going into
the game, finished with
12 points, hitting five of
10 from the field and
both of his free throw
atternpts.
"I always have confidence I can hit," said
Lewis. "That's why I'm
at Purdue - to shoot the
ball."
In other games involving the nation's ranked
teams, No. 10 Oregon
State beat Arizona
59-55; No. 12 Louisiana
Tech tripped McNeese
State 88-69; No, 17 Tulsa
defeated West Texas
State 110-90; No. 18
Michigan stopped
Michigan State 86-75;
No. 19 Virginia Commonwealth beat South
Alabama 71-70. and No.
20 Nevada-Las Vegas
routed New Mexico
State 92-70.

Colonels trim MHS frosh

I.

A shot with six throw opportunity and
seconds remaining fail- the Colonels used the
ed to go in for ;Murray break to go ahead in the
High's freshman boys final seconds.
basketball team as host' The loss dropped MHS
'Christian County held to 3-4 desgite 19 points
an fox,&a
frnorM4,11Willier
Thursday night.
from Jason Hunt.
Christian County stole
the ball from the MurSaturday the Murray'
ray offense with slightly . freshmen host Calloway
more than a minute to County at 1 p.m. with a
play and managed to Ue junior varsity boys
the game at 33-all. Then, game immediately
Murray misbed efree • afterwards.

CINCINNATI (AP)Louisville coach Denny
Crum repeated an old
phrase on a night when
traditions died hard
against Metro Conference foe Cincinnati.
"There's a saying when you're hot, you're
hot and when you're not,
you're not," Crum said
after Cincinnati avenged 17 staight losses to
the Cardinals. "Right
now we're obviously
not, but-It's not becayse
we're not trying."
Cincinati's 56-54 victory Thursday night was
the first time since Jan.
6., 1976, that the Bearcats have won the
matchup.
"It was about what I
expected," said Cincinnati senior guard Derrick McMillan, who led
all scorers with 23
points. "It was 40
minutes of war."
The loss was the
fourth straight for
Louisville, the longest
skid since 1981-82.
"I was pleased with
our effort,- said Crum,
noting that Cincinnati's
outside shooting kept
the Bearcats in the
game. "They hit the outside shots and just made
one too many," Crum
said
Cincinnati coach Tony
Yates noted it was his

DeVantl's

sank two free throws
making it 55-52, and Hall
hit another side shot
making it 55-54 'with 10
seconds left.
Hall then fouled
Roger McClendon on the
Inbound pass and McClendon hit the last free
throw.
Manuel Forrest's long
fourth conference vic- shot at the buzzer
tory that was decided in bounced away.
the final seconds. " T h a t..g.0 .y..
"These close games are (McMillan) hurt us
becoming old hat. The more than any of
things that are impor- them,- Forrest said.
tant in the game don't "We'd play good
show on the stet sheet," defense for 40 seconds
Yates added.
and'.then- he'd hit a long _
Cincinnati, 5-1 in the jumper."
conference and 11-6
Forrest finished with
overall, remained in se- 13 points and Billy
cond place behind Thompson 12.
Virginia Tech. The Car"I was pleased with
dinals Tell to 2-4 irr-03117-our -effioii," Crum said.
ference play and '9-8 "We played as hard as
overall.
we can play. It's tough
Louisville, led by Jeff winning on the road and
Hall with 18 points, held they've got a good
a 29-28 halftime lead. team."
The game was tied five
L01.18VILLE 1441 - McSwain 2-8
times in the second half 2-66,
Forrest 4-6 6-7 13, Sumpter 1-3
before Cincinnati went 3-4 5, Hall 9-18 0-0 18, Thompson 5-9
ahead 47-46 for good at 2.2 1.7, Abram 0150-0 0, Crook 0-1 0-0
0, West 0-00-00,
5: 27 when senior 21-41 12.1684 Jeter 0-00-00 Totals
CINCINNATI 18411 - HorY 3-6 0-0
substitute guard Doug
6. Hughes 5-14 0-0 10, Helm 1-4 2-2 4.
Kecman hit an 18-foot McClendon
3-11 1-5 7, McMillan 8-11 jumper, his only bucket 7.11 23, Thompson 3-3 0-0 4. Kecrnan
1.3 0-0 2 Totals 23-62 10-18 56
of the game.
Halftime - Louisville 39, ChianLouisville cut Cincin- naU 28. Fouled out - None Re
bounds - Louisville 32 iMcSwain 61.
nati's lead to 53-52 with CIncinnati
26 (Hughee 71 Assists 27 seconds left when Louisville 7 AlIcSwatn 21. Cincinnati
6
(McClendon.
McMillan 21 Total
Hall hit a 10-foot jumper
fouls - Louisville 18, Cincinnati 16
from the side. McMillan A - 16 030

TUCK'S

headily thrimmes
Thursday
11 ..m.'t 2 p.ora.
sad
4 pos. t•7 p.ss.
Fri. 11 a.m..,2 P.m.

gtO Stack
Your discount arts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck oartsmsave 10-50%
National Basketball Association
National Basketball Asaoaation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Pd.
Philadelphia
84 7
829
Boston
34 8
810
Washington
25 19
568
New Jersey
19 24
442
New York
15 24
341
Central Divon
Milwaukee
•
22 14
674
Detroit
25 16
610
Chicago
21 21
590
Atlanta
18 25 • 4112
Indiana
14 28
$33
Cleveland
12 29
793

Denver
Houston
Dallas
San Antonio
Utah
Kansas City
L.A. Lakers
Phoenix
Seattle

WESTERN CONFERENCE
laidwest Division
26 17
24 18
2320
20 21
19 25
14 28
Pacific Division
29 14
21 23
20 24

GB .
%
1084
IS
2084

7%
11
14%
16

605 571 a
535
488 3
432 7-8a
333 1184
674 477 •
465 •

L A Clippers
19 24
Portland
19 24
Golden State
10 32
•
•
Thirsdarl Games
Detroit 137. Golden State 119
Washington 93, Dallas 22
Milwaukee 120, Kansas City 119
Denver 119. New Jersey 110
Cleveland 110. Utah 100
Friday's Games
Indiana at Boston
Seattle at Chicago
San Antonio at Houston
Philadelphia at L A Laker
Saturday's Games
Indiana at New York
Phoenb, at Washington Seattle at Detroit
Atlanta at Chicago
New Jersey at Dallas
Milwaukee at Houston
Golden State at Kansas City
Cleveland at Denver
L A L.akers at Utah
Philadelphia at LA Clippers
Sunday's Games
Portland at Boston
Washington at Detroit
Milwaukee at San Antonio

Thumday's College Basketball
Mercer 73 Centenary 58
EAST
Navy 78. N.C.-Wilmington Si
Army 79. Yale 43
NW Louisiana 77. Sarn Houston
Cohunbla 72, Manhattan 59
St 72. 207
Georg• Washington 69.
S Carobria at 96. Baptist 84
Massachusetts ta
SE Louisiana 64, Nicholla St 50
Martst 73, St. Francis, Pa 69
Stetson 74.
; Armstrong St '64
Monmouth. N J 847, Delaware St
SW Louisiana V. Tennessee Tech
66
80
New Hampshire 57. Northeastern
Va Commonwealth 71
56
Alabarna 70
Rutgers 83, at. Banaventure 70
VAG 71, Furman 62
Siena 75, Niagara 66
St. Joseph's 48. Rhode Island 44
MIDWEST
Temple 12, Duquesne 73
Bradley 73. S flhl101s 66
Utica 84. Robert Morris 58
Cincinnati U. Louisville 54
W Virginia 69. Penn St. 56
Illinois St 85, Indiana St 83. OT
SOUTH
Iowa 66. Northwestern 47
Ala.-BirmIngham 56. Old DomiMichigan 88, Michigaa St 75
nion 56
Minnesota 72. Wisconsin 62
Auburn 93, Mississippi 73
Purdue 62, Indiana 52
Citadel 79, E. Tennessee St 67
Quincy. III 67. St Francis, Ill 54
Davidson 77. S. Carolina 61
SOUTHWEST
JaclusinvWe W. W. Kentucky 66
Arkansas St TO. N Texas St 58
Louisiana Tech 88. McNeese St
Georgia Southern 68, Ark .Little
56
Rock 64

Hardin-Simmons 66. Samford 62
Hendrix 88. S Arkansas 77 ,
Houston 81. Baylor 71
Houston Baptist 93. Georgia St 72
Lamar 89. Texan-Arlington 63
Texas.EI Paso 79, Colorado St 35
Texas-San Antonio 60, Pan
American 511
•
Tulsa 110 W Texas St 20
FAR WEST
Brigham Young 78 WyOrning 66
Cal Irvine 92, Long Beach St 84
Fullerton St 80. Cal Santa Bar•
bars ,72
Gortzaga 58, San Diego 45 .
Loyola, Calif 57, Portland 53
N Arizona 85, Idaho 71
Nev -Las Vegas 92 Nea Mexico
St 70
Nev -Reno 87 Boise St 75
Oregon 01 Arizona St 72
Oregon St 59. Arizona 56
Pepperdine 53 Santa Clara 57
Pt Loma Nazarene 63 1 S International 59
UCLA 80 California 69

Kentucky High School Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Caren (o. 52. Carroll Co 48
, Thursday's Games
Pad Tilghman 61, Reldland
Ban
Pulaski Co 57, Wayne Co 35
Ashland 50. Boyd Co 57
Scott Co 45. Trimble Co 36
Breckiruldge Co. 87. McLean Co
Spencer Co 43. Williamstown 30
57
Todd Ctrl 80. Hopkirurville 49
-.Mullin
41;Nelson 0o. al)
•
W Hills 44. Illstelbon Ctrl 41
Central City 68. Bremen 57
WhItesburg 85 Betsy Layne 45
Grant Co. 79, Campbell Co. 63
WhlUey Co 79. Lynn Camp 37
Holy Farnlly47, Hannan 1W Va.
Lou Inv Tourney
46
Lou Southern 72. Lou PRP 44
Johns Creek 55. Phelps 55
Lou Iroquois 54. Oldham Co 41
Lou. Eastern 53. Oldham Co 50
Lynn Camp 57. Whitley Co. 56
Scott Co. 51. Bourbon Co 49
' Unice CO. 56. W Hopkins 505 OT
SKAC Tourney
Adair Co. 77. Hart Co. 64
Green Co. 56. Taylor Co .12
Campbellsville 82, Cave ma 64
Metcalfe Co. 68. Glasgow 49
Girk
Thursday'sSports Transactions
Ashland 87. W. Carter 34
BASEBALL
Bardstown Beth. 56. Burgin 31
Aniencan League
Boone Co. 88, Dixie His 52
CALIFORNIA ANGELS - SignBowling Green 47. Butler Co 40
ed Ruppert Jones. outfielder, to a
Calloway Co 67. Lyon Co. 42
one-year contract with a second.
Christian Co. 56. Caldwell Co. 36
year option Selected Donnie
Eminence 39. Ky Country Day 38
Moore, pitcher, from the Atlanta
Estill Co 61. Powell Co 60 .
Braves in the free-agent compensa
Ferdeville 79. Whiter/ Trinity 62 Uon pool •
Franklin Co 64. Lax Totes Creek
SE Arll-E MARINERS - Walv
58 (yr
ed Richie Mak, designated hitter,
Grayson Co 48, McLean Co. 24
for the purpose of giving him his unGreenUp(Si 52. Russell 48
conditional release
Henry Co. 54, Shelby Co. 48
TORONTO BLUE JAYS Highlands SO. Simon Kenton 43
Selected Tom Henke, pitcher from
Leslie Co 55. Owsiey Co., 34
the Texas Rangers In the free-agent
Lax Lafayette 46. Lex. Bryan
compensation pool
Ste 37
National League
Livingston Co 56. Union Co 52
CINCINNATI REDS - Named
Logan Co. 55, Warren It 47
D L Porco vice president of
Mason Co 81. Clark Co. 48
finances and Chris Kratibe
Murray it, Carlisle Co 17
controller
N. Hardin 42. W Hardin 34
MONTREAL EXPOS - Reached
Notre Dame 56, Scott High 64
an agreement with Ruble Brooks

Belfry 65 Sacred Heart 54
Marshall Co 46. Lou., Merry-13
OT
'
SKAC Tourney
Adair Co 66. Hart Co 44
Green Co 54. Taylor Co 47
Tompkinsville 73. Campbellsville
22
CKC Tourney
Boyle Co 48 Anderson Co 33
SF
Mercer Co 63 llaroulle 41 55'

Sports Transactions

South 12th Slwet

*gra

FOOTBALL
United States Football league .
MEMPHIS ,SHOWBOATS Signed Henry ihilliams aide
receiver Cut Brian O'Neil (Wien
sive back
OAKLAND IN ADERS - Signed
Reuben Vaughan, nose tackle Kurt
Gar) linebacker and Pat
Boudreaux. defensive end Waived
Keith James aide receiver' John
Thomas. cornerback and Paul
Khoury. nose tackle

753-8971

7:30-3:30 MON.-FRI.
PANELING SAT.
7:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Style Rugs
'15"
to

ahortstop, on a three year contract.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES Purchased the contract of Ralph
Citarella. pitcher. from the St
Louis Cardinals to complete an
earlier deal in which the Cardinals
signed Mike Lavalliere catcher
ST LOUIS CARDINALS Selected Argenta Salazar short
stop from the Montreal Expos in
the free-agent compensation pool

HarR BLOCK
.. •-•;ft
Found Trar,...,,rvs

$513!

$2.95

an t pr,,tnivr vvrr,
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.
41.1?.
gen rem. (is -r
-- -outfit-41wheve ttres vv. bigger
refunds than it the did their
•:
own tam, .1 ow °A 4'
1

Chidten old Weeping,
Oven Fried Chicken,
Mom Used Beef
These items May
Chased.

101:11101111:112 SMUT=

0 Ii. So.
Hwy. 45 1)
Martin, TN

90'1/587-3000

What can we find for you?
903 Arcadia St.
Op**,••. • p
Melts, Card And vis•

4_110••••••••4,---

sukadiss.--4
•

••
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Southside Center

Where more
Americans find
a byai refund

48 lei. 'meet 753.9104
Arse lossliOnt

•.,..••••4 At 144...•

-

t C-

442
442
238

College Basketball Results.

10,000 BTU
Radiant Heat
Auto,Lighting

PLATO LUNCH
'•
SinviD
Veer choice of 1
meet
and
3

Rules Committee. "We're just getting into the
flow of the game the way 75 percent of the teams
are playing. The American Foottlall Coaches
Association's rules committee asked that this be
done."
,
The rules committee met this week at Point
Clear,. Ala., and the changes were announced
.Thursday at -NCAA headquarters in Mission,
Kan.
In another key change, the committee abolished after one year the rule that gave the receiving
team.the ball at its 30-yard line when a kickoff
carried beyond...the end zone on the fly. It went
back to the oldrule which puts the ball at the 20
on all touchbacks.
Among other changes, goalpost uprights Must
extend to at least 20 feet above the crossbar by1987 to help officials rule on field goal tries
and '
quarterbacks will have an unlimited amount of
time in which to get a play off if crowd noise is
too loud.

•
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Racer Illustrated
Murray State (14-3, 4-1) vs.
Tennessee Tech (11-5, 4-2)
Sat., January 26, 1985, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky

Murray State (14-3, 4-1) vs.
Middle Tennessee State (7-8, 2-3)
Mon., January 28, 1985, 7:30 p.m.
Racer- Arena, Murray, Kentucky

GAME NOTES
This first meeting of Murray State and Tennessee Tech puts sole possession of first place
in the league race on the line. The Racers and
Golden Eagles each- split in two games lastweekend, with the Racers falling to Eastern
Kentucky .on Saturday and Tech dropping to
Youngstown State on a last-second rebound
slam dufik. TTU has some of the top talent in
the league in the persons of Stephen Kite, Lonnie Boone, and a dynamite guard duo of Jimmy Elliott and Carlton tlaringtdn, both of
whom rank among the nation's leaders in free
throw percentage. Both teams tend to depend
on perimeter shooting, so the guard match-up
is critical. A full house is expected as-0111y
general admission seats were left yesterday_
afternoon.

GAME NOTES
•
Middle Tennessee tate enters Racer Arena
as the surprise team of the league. Junior college transfer Kim Cooksey leads the league in
Scoring with a 16.7 average prior to Saturday
night play at Austin Peay, while teammate
Kerry Hammonds is seventh in the OVC with
a 13.9 scoring average. A freshman post player,
Hammonds also is a force on the boards, placing fifth in the league with an 8.9 rebounds-pergame average. The combination of Cooksey
and Hammonds gives MTSU a strong insideoutside game, which is bolstered by wingman
Lonnie Thompson's 12.5 average.
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Probable Starters
MURRAY STATE
G-Zedric Macklin, 6-5, 13.1
G-Craig Talley, 6-4, 12.9
C-Mike Lahm, 6-11, 9.4
F-Vada Martin, 6-7, 12.4
F-Chuck Glass, 6-7, 10.5

Chuck Glass,a junior forward from Elkton. Kentucky, has adapted
to the Racer system quickly this season after coming to NISI: from
Three Rivers Community College in Poplar Bluff, Mo. Glass leads
the Racers in assists steals, and minutes played, and is a close second in rebounding.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE
6-Kim Cooksey, 6-3, 16.7
6-Neal Murray, 5-11, 4.5
C-Russell Smith, 6-7, 8.5
F-Lonnie Thompson, 6-4, 12.5
F-Kerry Hammonds, 6-7, 13.9

TENNESSEE TECH
6-Jimmy Elliott, 6-3, 13.6
G-Carlton Clarington, 6-2, 11.5
C-James Henry, 6-8, 3.4
F-Stephen Kite, 6-6, 16.5
F'-Lonnie Boone, 6-4, 9.1

Meet
Tom Hopkins
of the
Home Team
See Tom For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

TOVAlif4W
24 HOURSy
2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER'
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

Thorobred Computers
and Software Systems
Is Now Your Apple Computer
Service Center

For All Your
Printing Needs
Large or Small

Creative
Printers, Inc.

If your home
and possessions
are extra
Thurman
special...

& McNutt
Dan McNutt
SOUThild•
Court SG

Gofor the
GOLD!

The Home Defender
GOLD Edition ftbiri
State Auto Insurance
with exceptionally high Companies...covering
limits. Let us tell you
your residence and
more aboutthis extra - .perSonal property
special homeowners
against just about every
- policy.
conceivable kind of loss,

We Carry
'Leading Edge
•IBM
'Digital
•Televideo
•Apricot

$1.50 DAY

SALES & SERVICE
Factory Trained Mechanics • We Deliver
• Office Supplies • Furniture • Woollier'
• Copy Machines & Supplies • Typewriters
COPOLOON
COPIERS
,,
odernar o. I
.F
riwwqrTcRs
CALCULATORS
& CASH
REGISTERS

Your only Authorized XEROX
Sales Agent in this eters

See Us For All Types of Software
OLYMPIC PLAZA MURRAY 753-7733

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.
'Automotive Parts & Paint
'Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
'Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

Ross Insurance
Agency

Murray
Electric
System

Auto
Homeowners
Commercial
Fire
fannowners
Life
Health

Ronnie Ross
Donny Ross
Jam,: Ross
Billy Miller

COPIERS - CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

753-0123

TOLL FR54E-DIAL '1'
& THEN 800 592-3499
512 1;tAiN MURRAY

A-

401 Olive

753-5321

GO

210 East Main St.
Murray, KY
753-0489

RACERS!

Best of Luck
Racers!
Quality Petroleum
Products

Hwy. 641 North
-Central Center
Home of the Racer Meetings
Monday at 12 Noon
711So. 12th

Located in the University Center

WALTMARTI

Murray, Ky.
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For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays
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line
the fishing
maupin
by jerry
Although most of the
There is a great
fishing pressure in Ken- Smorgasboard of fishing
tucky has centered on potential in these concenthe main bodies of the trated areas such as
reservoirs, it is highly crappie, sauger, black
possible that within the bass, white bass, rock
next few years anglers rish, catfish, carp, bufmay turn their attention falo and gar.
to the tailwaters.
There,have been eight
According to Soc Clay, state records set by
interest in tailwater anglers fishing the
fishing has grown by tailwaters throughout
leaps and bounds during the state, so there "is"
the past 10 years.
something to the claims
We have written about they make.
the action, which can be
The tailwaters of the
found below Kentucky major locks and dams on
and Barkley Dams, the Ohio River are curmany times and we felt rently providing some of
that the early spring or the finest sauger fishing
late winter suited us best in the country.
because conditions on
Kentucky officials are
the main-lake were less reluctant to estimate the
favorable.
number of sauger that
I now realize that there swim below the dams in
are some folks who fish the Ohio, but are certain
the tailwaters year- that the numbers are
round. They can go down tremendous. Springtime marks the
below the dams and
catch a basketful of start of the Ohio River'-s-'many different kinds of annual white bass runs,
fish without having to which few anglers are
spend a lot of money on
yet aware of. •. •
boats or other tackle.
Beginning in late April

Shamu shows public
gentle, in
side of
whale .
•

•

SAN DIEGO,Calif.( AP) — Not until the last 20
years- have Wier -whales been regarded .With
anything but fear by travelers to the cold waters
of the Arctic and Antarctic oceans. Frequently,
the beasts were shot for sport.
But in 1965, Sea World here presented Sharma.
the first trained killer whale.
As trainers became acquainted with the huge .
marine mammal, they learned the killer whale
'could differentiate -between people and could develop, relationships with them.
Such relationships. are the key to the marine
mammal training technique Sea World uses with"
its three "resident killer whales. aceording to
Jerry Roberts,,publicist for the_park:
"I think the most exhilarating. thing about
wOrking with Shamu is being in the water with
him." said Joanne Hay, one of the five killer
whale trainers employed by Sea World,- "All of a
. sudden it'S just you and this incredible animal —
in his environment."
An important part of each trainer's day is
spent-in play sessions with the animals. In addition to playtime and public shows, animals and
trainers exercise and train together.
To the animals, their trainers are both coach
and friend. And because of Sea World's efforts,
the public has become aware of the killer whale's
intelligence and gentleness.
"You realize he not .only knows and tolerates
you, he:really seems to like having you there,'
said Ms. Hay. You tend to -forget he's 4,500
pounds of killer whale and not just a big puppy "

and continuing to inc
middle of May, hordes of
whites run up the Ohio
searching for tributaries,
sandbars, gravel bars
and other places which
provide
favorable
spawning areas.
-Throngs of whites also
flood into the tailwaters
at this time of the year
and when river conditions are right, anglers
can literally catch white
bass on every cast by
throwing lures suctras a
white jig and grub,
shysters, pedigos, slabspoons or anything else
that resembles a shiner
minnow!
Kentucky tailwaters

that are expected to be
red hot in 1985 include
the McAlpine Locks and
Dam and the brand new
Smithland Loac and
Dam, both on the Ohio
River!
•
Tailwater fishing continues
to
improve
throughout Kentucky as
more fish and stepped-up
management tactics are
introduced. We need to
make
more people
aware of the good fishing
the tailwaters provide
now, and the great hope
they promise for the
future of angling in
Kentucky!
Happy Fishing!

Mike Elkins and the limit of rabbits.

Max Parrish and a 160 lb., 14 point deer.

The cost of saving goats:
fiscal waste or compassion?
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Defense DepartInent is ciften accused of
being a spendthrift with
taxpayer dollars, but a
sense of fiscal responsibility is evident in the
controversy over a herd
of goasts.
The wild goats — an
estimated 1.500 of them
— reside on San
Clemente Island off the
coast of. San Diego,
Calif. The Navy wants
to kill them. Instead, it's
been ordered to help an
animal Welfare group
try to rescue some of
them.
And that order, direct
from Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger,
has touched off some internal dissent about
wasting public dollars.
"You want a story?"
a high Navy official
asks privately. "How
about this — the Fund
for Animals claims the
credit for rescuing these
goats, when the Navy is
out there spending taxpayer dollars to get
them off the island.
"How many people do
you think know we've
spent $174,000 over the
last two years to capture goats, and that now
we're going to spend
another $47,000, and the
problem,
. still won't be
resolved?"
The griping doesn't
bother Cleveland
Amory, the well-known

author and president of
the Fund for Animals
who won the goats their
latest reprieve. Indeed,
he counts as a major accomplishment his
group's success "in
changing government
attitudes about killing
wild animals."
"The fact we've gotten the government to
pay anything to save
animals is a ma'
ccomplishm
he
adds.
Amory also says the
Navy has no reason to
bellyache, because it
had planned to spend
$95,000 anyway to kill
the goats from a
helicopter.
The Navy goat controversy heated up last
week when officials announced a civilian contractor would begin killing the animals on Jan.
4. Although part of the
island is used as a bombing range, the freely
roaming goats are said
to be a threat to several
endangered species, including some plants,
two birds and a lizard.
The Navy thought it
had clear sailing to kill
the goats last week. But
then Weinberger gotilnyolyed. After listening
to pleas from Rep. Bobbi Fiedler, R-Calif.,
Weinberger ordered the
hunt postponed until
March to allow one last
rescue effort.

Mike Bucy and a 179 lb., eight point deer.

Council rejects Soviets"
request to catch whiting
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) — A request to
allow Soviet fishermen
to catch whiting off the
Coast this year
West,
was rejected Wednesday by the Pacific
Fishery Management
Council.
The council voted to
ask Commerce
Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige to prohibit
Soviet whiting fishing
unless the Soviets agree
to allow U.S. fishermen
to catch about half the
whiting processed in
Soviet vessels offshore,
a spokesman said.
"Whiting is a lowgrade fish as far as the
is, concerned, but it's sold on the
world market to countries willing to buy it,"
said Henry Wendler,
staff officer for the
council. Because few
U.S. processors will

handle whiting, "the only way U.S. fishermen
can get into it is to go the
joint-venture route," he
said.
Applications for
Polish and Japanese
whiting fishing were approved for U.S. waters
off the coasts of California,Oregon. and
Washington. However,
the council rejected
Poland's request to
catch 60,000 metric tons
of whiting itself while
taking only 10,000 tons
from U.S. fishermen.
The Soviets asked permission to catch 80,000
metric tons of whiting
this year. The Japanese
request did not specify a
catch amount. Applicants from' all three
nations also have asked
to fish in the Pacific
north of the WashingtonBritish Columbia
border.

Michael Lax and a four point deer.

Goose season closes in
Western hunting zone
The goose season in
Ballard, Carlisle. McCracken and the portions of Graves,
Hickman, Fulton and
Marshall counties in the
Western Goose Hunting
Zone closed at the end of
shooting hours on Tuesday, Jan. 22, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
announced.
Goose hunting ceased
because the quota of
4,400 Canada geese have
been taken in the
Ballard Quota Zone. The

season was scheduled to
run- through Jan. 31 or
until the quota was•
reacheir whichever
came firt.
Those portions of
Henderson, Union,
Lyon. Crittenden and
Livingston counties in
the Western Zone will
remain open until Jan.
31 or until a quota of
1,400 Canada geese is
reached in the
Henderson-Union quota
zone, whichever occurs
first.
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We Carry Black Powder,
Ammunition,
Accessories, Pistols
& Rifles. CVA, Navy
Arms, Thompson Center.
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Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
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DONELSON
FISH MARKET'

Arms, Ammo, Archery,
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping Sappho:

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
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•Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,1
On Hwy. 732, go 6' 2 miles.
•Open 7 Days A Week
'Owner—Rex Donelson
i
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BOB Chestnut
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Shopping Center
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On Beautiful Kentuekt

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

We Install Automotive Glass
and Hove a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 5125. 12th

*Bass Hawk Boats
•Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

410 N.4th
753-8346— 753-6779
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CIVIL ACTION FILE; NO. 84-CI-302
CONINIISSIONER'S SALE
NOTICE The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court First National Mortgage
Association Plaintiff, Versus Carl Allen Skinner, Ronnie Shanklin and wife. Rhonda
Shanklin: Heights Finance Corp., and
Calloway County,'Kentucky Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
.of the Calloway Circuit Courrrendered at the
December 14th Term thereof .19,84. in the
above cause, for the sum of TTventy Six Thousand Five Hundred Fifty -Nine- and .96/100
. Dollars, wittrinterestat the rate of-.10-ti• per
centper annum from the 1st day of November
1982, Until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in-The Cityof-Murray;- Kentucky to the highest
bidder, at public auction'on the 28th day of
January 1985. at 1:00 O'clock p.m.. or
thereabout, upon a credit of 30 ,days, the
following described property, to-wit:
A 0.513 acre tract of land as surveyed by

FDIC 8040 35 is 84)STATE

Heavy
duty
shocks, lifetime
warranty.

PEOPLES BANK OF

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

.
CITY-

MURRAY

COUNTY
CALLOWAY

25% Off

669

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
DECEMBER 31, 1984

ZIP CODE

STATE

4207 1

KENTUCKY

8

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Bil

Mil Thou

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
5 385 l.a.
a Noninterest-bearing balances-and currency and coin
NoNE
1.b
Interest-bearing balances
58 675 2
2 Securities
3 Federal fundSsoldand securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the
NONE
3
bar* and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IEIFs
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
4,a.
43322
a. ,Loans and leases, net of unearned income
4b
441
b. LESS. Allowance tor loan and lease losses
Nc
4.c
• c LESS. Allocated transfer -risk reserve
d. Loans and leases, net of unearned income.
42 k81
allowance, and reserve (item 4.a minus 4.b and 4.c)
No NE
. .
5 Assets held in trading accounts
1 132
Pretinbc -and Mc-ad - assets (including capitalized leases)
7. Other real estate owned
NN E
8.. Irniestments.in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
NINE
9. Customers'..hatitlity.V..th.16._ban.i.c..Qh_acceplahces. outstandirig_.
NONE 10
10 ,Intangible assets
617 11
2
- 11. Other assets
110
691 12
12 Total assets (sum of items.1 thrOuart 11)
LIABILITIES' • • -----13:a
a. In. domestic offices
111019
13.a.(1)
,/
(1) Noninterest-bearing
87,875
13.a.(2).
(2) Interest-bearing
NONE
13.b.
subsidiaries,
and
IBFs
b. In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement
13.b.(1)
Noninterest-bearing
(1)
13 ti(2)
(2) Interest:bearing
repurchase
in
domestic
14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to
14
offices of the bank and of its'Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
546 15
15: Demand notes issued to the U.S. Treasury
NONE
16.
16. Other borrowed money
NE 17
No
17. Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under.capitaliied leases
-NONE
18.
.... .....
18. Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding ......
94
19
19. Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits
1
05
20
......
.
.
.
....
.
.
.....
.
.
.....
l• -20. • Other itabffilieS . .
100 568 21.
through
20)
of
-items
13
Total
liabilities
(sum
21.
NONE
22.
22. Limited-life preferred stock...
€OUITY -CAP(TAL-------'23
23. Perpetual preferred stock ..
325
24
247- Common-stock-6
000
25
- 25. Surplus
3 498 26
26. Undivided profits and .capital reserves
27.- Currwiative foreign currency translation adjustments
123 28
28. Total equity capital (sum Of items 23 through 27)
110
691
29
• 29. Total liabilities, limited-life preferred -stock,_and equttY capital(sum of items 21 22, and 28).,

-Buy 3
1 Get FREEECONOMY

TIRE
753-0588

A

Lose WeightQuickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

1
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fir
16

Face
Brick
Start At

135ner

1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

Remodeled Country Home. Easy 12
Mile Drive -from
Murray
with
Barns, Pastures,
Woodlots
and
Stream. 5 or 76
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We,the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of Condition a nd-decla rethat it has been examined by us and-to -772
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CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-C1-316
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
NOTICE OF SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
'Circuit Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, vet- sus Denny L. Williams and Callow
County,
Kentucky, Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
December 11 Term thereof 1984, in the above
-cause, for the sum of Two Thousand-and
35/100($2,000.35) Dollars, with interest, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,Kentucky,to the highest bidder.
at public auction on the 28th day of January
1985, at 10:00 O'clock a.m.; or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following described-property,
Lots 705, 706 and 707 in Unit II of the Pine
Bluff Shores -Subdivision..-as shown by Plat of
record in Plat Book 2, page 2(being a part of
smile) more particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at the iron stake on Forest Drive;
thence in a southerly direction 84 feet, more
. or leSs to a stake; thence in an easterly direc-nob 100 feet, more or-less-to a stake; thence
in a northerly direction 66 feet, more or less,
to a stake; thence-in a westerly direction 100
feet, more or less, to the point of beginning.
- AND A 1968 Caps-Is House Trailer. Serial Number
,
522870553
The sale will be conducted as follows: First,
the Mobile Home (or Trailer) will be sold. If •
proceeds of the sale amount to $2,750.00 or
more, then the real estate will not be sold. If
Me proceeds of the sale of the Mobile Home
for Trailer) are less than $2.750.00, then the
real estate will be sold.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approvetrarenritteshear:ing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply pro• '
''
mptIS/ with thee terrhs. '
Frank L.,Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officerts1 and attested by not less than three directorsinher*than the officer(s) signing the report
•
I We. the undersigned officens), do hereby declarethat this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official
instructions and is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
DATE SIGNED
SIGN REPORT
UTHORIZED
/
SIG7TURE OF OF2CERIS
&40F
NAM1
3
`

1 .Legal

F.T. Seargent and Associates Of Murray, Kentucky. on October 8, 1979, located on Highway
783, north of Penny in the Northwest-Quarter of Section 8, Township 2, Range 4 East of'
Calloway County, Kentucky. and being more
part-icularly described as:
Beginning at the southwest corner of the
herein described tract of land the northwest
corner of M.H..Ford property (Deed Book 150.
Page 1212), said corner being an iron pin (set)
in the east right-of-way of Highway 783 - 30.00
feet from the centerline in an existing,fence line and.located 0.25± mile- north of the North
Pleasant Gros I- thirreh Road: thence North 2
degtees 19' 11•' est - 1161.00 feet along the east ,
right-of-wa of ilighwa 783 to an iron pin 1%111
311.1141 feet from the centerline aml 12.50 feet east
of an exii...ting axle: thence North 88 degrees OW
($1- East - 223.51) feet along th.• Rob lifeCallon
propert 11)eeil Rook 124. page EMI to an axle
1st-0: theory. South 2 degrees 19' 11- east 19100
feet with the ‘lc( allon prropert.s to an iron pin
(mit at the base of a 10- post oak in an existing
fence: thence. south 88 degrees 00'-00- V4 4.'•11 223.:;11 feet ssith an existing fence and the Ford
propert to the point of beginning:
Being the same real estate eon% eyed to I:srl %. Skinner ii.Oleed from Ronnie Shanklin and '.'.ire.
Rh la Shanklin. dated August 12. 1982. and of
record in Deed Rook' 163. Card 2123. in the
Callossa Count Clerk's office.
• For the purchase- price. the purchaser must execute- bond. %ills approsed securities, bearing
legal interest from the
of sale, until paid. and
haiing the- force and effect of a.jurignient. Biddeis will be prepare-el to conga" pr
these terms.
Frank L. Han
Allister Conunissioner Callossa) Circuit Court

2.14- citice

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
(Dollar Amounts in Thousands)
STATE BANK NO
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

Legal
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CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-CI-308
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
NOTICE OF SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,Calloway
Circuit Court. National Mortgage Company
Plaintiff, Versus William Ray West and wife.
Carla J. West Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of -sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
December 20, Term thereof 1984, in the above
cause, for the sum of Twenty Five Thousand
Nine Hundred Thirty Nine and 14/100 Dollars.
with interest at the rate of 94 per cent per annum from the 1st day of May 1984. until paid
and its cost theirein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest biddpr, at
publlc auction on the 28th day of January.1985.
at 1:00 O'clock p.m.. or thereabout. with 10';
cash day of sale and balance due in 30 days.
roperty.
the following'del_cribed ,
the northwez:
Being a
Intersection of South 10th Street and Poplar
Street in the City of Murray. Kentucky. The
previous deed of record is in Deed Book 160.
Card 2389, in The office of the CallowayCoun.
ty Court Clerk and said lot is more particularly.desctibed as follows: Beginning at a % inch
diameter iron rod at the intarseetion of the
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1 .Legal
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west line of South 10th Street with the north
line of Poplar Street and running thence
westerly along the north line of Poplar Street
80 feet to a 4 inch diameter Iron rod In the
center of a 10 foot wide driveway (5 foot of said
driveway is off of the west side of this lot and
5 feet is Off the east side of the lot of J.S1 and
Mary Duvall); thence northerly with an interior angle or 88 degrees 39 minutes 86.7 feet
to a 1,42 inch diameter iron rod; thence easterly with an interior angle of 92 degrees 58
minutes 80 feet to an 141 inch diameter iron rod
in the west line of South 10th Street: thence
southerly with an interior angle of 87 degrees
05 minutes and running along the west line of
South 10th Street 89 feet to the point•of beginning and an interior closing angle of 91
degrees 18 minutes.
Being the same real estate conveyed to
William Ray West and wife, Carla J. West,
jointly and to the survivor, by deed from Herman Lovins, and wife, Cammie Lovins. dated
February 23, 1979, and of record in Deed Book
159. Card 1551, in the Calloway County Clerk's
office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

6. Help Wanted
rapidly growing
McKenzie Tenn. area
firm with 7 branches
nationwide. Prefer accountant with 3-5 years
experience or CPA.
Salary open. Send letter
stating qualification
and work history to:
Controller- P.O. Box
507, McKenzie, Tn.
38201.

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the
Electrical Industry
will accept applications for apprenticeship beginning
February 4, 1985
through February 15,
1985 fro/1'1'8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, at the
I.B.E.W. Union Hall,
4518 Clarks River
Road, Paducah, Kentucky. These applications may be kept active for two years for
further selection. All
applications must be
completed by March
15. 1985 to be con2 .Notice
2.Notice' sidered for next year's
class.
All applicants must
fully meet,the following
minimum
Advertisers are requested to check the
qualifications • to
first insertion of ads for any error. The
qualify
for
an
Murray Ledger & Times will'be responsi-'
interview:
1. AGE - Must be
ble for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
at least 18 years of
Any error should be reported immediateage.
ly so corrections can be made. CHECK
2. EDUCATION YOUR AD carefully and notify The
High school graduate
Classified Advertising Department imwith one year's passing grades in Algebra.
mediately in case of an error...
Transcript required.
3.
APTITUDE
TEST - S72R takensat
any state employment
office. You must make
a High on the ttst.
15 Years Experience,
4. PHYSICAL CONReferences, Free
DITION - If selected,
Estimates.
will be required to
take a physical before
1607 W. Olive St.
starting work.
Each applicant who
Ph. 753-7359
TILADDnt weak?
meets all basic reSimple exercise to
Open Mon.-Sat.
quirements will be instrengthen weak .bladterviewed by the Com6:30 AM-12:30 AM
ders. Send $1.00 and
mittee. The interstamped envelope to:
License
viewers will consider:
Lynn Harrison. Rt. 2
reliability, interest, atSchool Age-Infant
Box 13, Buchanan,
titude. judgement,.
Tenn. 38222.
cooperativeness, as
GLASS work, a comwell as other personal
plete line of glass repair
DeVanti's
traits.
& replacement work for
All applications will
Sunday through
the car, home and
be received without
business. Install auto
Thursday
regards to race, colbr,
glass, fix storm, win11 a.m. to
religion,
national
dows, storm doors,
2 p.m.
origin, or sex. wood and metal sash
Windows. Mirrors and
Each
applicant
and
glass table tops, pitUo
must meet all basic
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
door glass and glass for
requirements to be
PLATE LUNCH
fireplaces replaced.
eligible for an interStore front glass, stor
SERVED
view. Apprentices will
front metal doors and
Your choice of 1
be selected in order of
closers replaced. Door
their ranking resulting
meat
and
weather strips and
3
from
rating
by
some home improvevegetables
interviewers.
ment work. Plus store
fixture work, glass
shelves, display cases,
stands, racks and decor
Oven Fried Chicken 9. Situation Wanted
mirrors made to
Ham
GENERAL house
specification. M&G
cleaning. Experienced,
Roast Beef
Complete Glass Co..
dependable, references
Dixieland Center. Ph.
These Items May
supplied. Phone
753-0180.
Chan • e.
759-4804 If no answer
JUDY Williams Tax call after 4p.m.
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Service. Reasonable WILL do babysitting In
Henry will be in our
rates. Call for an ap- my home day & night.
pointment 438-2524 or Call 753-6043.
showroom from
WILL do evening
438-5496.
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
babysitting. Call 759.
5. Lost and Found
4888 after 5p.m.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
rbUND German WILL do 'house cleanPURDOM
Shepard puppy at ing. 7 years experience.
Murray Manor North. Dependable. ReMOTORS, INC.
Call 753-8508 or Humane ferences. Call 474-2292.
Olds-Pont Cad Buick
Society.
WILL do office cleanPOIJNT): female poin- ing. 7 years experience.
ter, white with brown Dependable. ReIRREGULAR bath- spots.
Found near. 5- ferences. Call 474-=92.
room wallboard, 4'x8'$ 7 . 95 . Mid -South Points. Call 782-4483 or Will do housecleaning,
references . Call 438-5808
Wholesale Building; 342 438-Z108.
East Washington; LOST female cat, long afternoons.
haired, black & white.
Paris; 842-2562.
Missing approx. 3 10. Business Opportunity
DAILY CAR RENTAL weeks from 12th & SILENT partner. $40.
Payne area. Call 759- 000. Guaranteed 15%
LONG TERM LEASE
plus. Call 759-1222
4132.
ASK GENE
evenings, ask for Bob.
.
.
6. Help Wafted
AT
13. For Sale or Trade
DwAIN TAYLOR
Hodge ana
Mr. Door, an EOE is
CHEVROLET
Son. We buy trade and
looking
for
a
sales
753-2617
sell used furniture,
representative end a
appliances and TV.'s.
1
ra
phone solicitor for
For sale: used freezers,
Flea Market, Murray,
refrigerators, ranges,
Murray Calloway Co.
- Ky. Now open weekends
washers & dryers, used
Experience
(spaces available). For
not
bunk beds, regular
information call 753necessary, will train,
beds, bedroom suites,
4688.
commission
plus
dinette suites, couch &
bonus, apply at Mr.
chair sets, odd chairs ir
Do Something Nice
couches, shelves &
Door, 3240 Lone
For Yourself.
bookcases, pots, pans
Oak Rd.. Paducah,
and' dishes. 010 Dixieland
Call BIBLE CALL
Ky. between 11-5
Shopping Center
759-4444
PM daily. No phone
calls.
15. Articles for Sale
Children's Tape
DESIt with.
Do you want to work IS 8
759-4445
with cars but keep your drawers, also features
SFITMEITITIVIT-Irn hands clean? Auto parts typing table extension
SERVICE. Federal and store needs
parts per- with additional
state tax returns son Insuran
ce and drawers. Solid wood
prepared your place or other benefits
provided. with walnut finish. Permine. No extra charge! Send applicatio
fect -for office or home.
n
Free pickup and deliv- 7239 -Paduca to Box Call 759-4792 after 2p.m.
h, Ky.
ery. Phone 436-5574.
COUCH, good condition.
42001.
885. Call 753-5494 after
•
4:30p.m,
DAMAGED interior
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
and exterior doors- $5.00
Gold
Silver
and up. Mid South
Closed
Closed
Wholesale; 342 East
Yesterday 301.00
Washington: Paris. 642Yesterday
6.02
'-Opened
ECONOMY 2x4 studsToday
299.50
Today
6.00
$.99 ea.: 1, 2" CD
1.50
Down
Down
.02
plywood- $6.50 Mid.
Complimoott of
South Wholesale: 342
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
East Washington:
Paris; 642-2662.
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
heavy dutyWHTRLPO
753 7113
washer with 4 cycles.
We boy Gold Silver A Dro
Only $41.00 per week.
Hour•• to 8 Doily. 12 5 Skooday
Rudolph Goodyear. -7530595

CHECK YOUR AD

753-1916

CHARLIE
BROWN
PLAYSCHOOL

ROOFING!

436-2999

$2.95

nEORGE

ccccc ri cis

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302

WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
17711/1117075TEgil y duty
dryer with 3 temp selections. Only $4.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
-753-0596.

22. Musical

Service, Lexington Ky.
I BR (possibility of 4th),
008-276-41323.
near university, shopping center & down26. TV -Radio
town. Call 753-8378 after
eirSylvan a 5p.m.
TV. Good condition.
Call 753-7310.
37. Livestock-Supplies
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
BLACK, white faced
12x55 2 BEDROOM, 1 steers, weened and
on
acres & barn. 1 mile .feed Approx. 300 lbs.
north of Murray. Call ..115 cents a lb. 6
759-4588 or 753-7637.
Holsteine 300 lbs. .52
1982 EL CONA 14x70, I cents lb. Call 753-3625.
BR, 1 bath, Whirlpool FRS= Hay. 125
bales.
appliances, fireplace, $1.50 each. Call 753-7497.
central air & heat, low
electric bills, storm 38. Pets-Supplies
windows, underpinned, DOG
obedience &
storage building.. See in
boarding inside covered
Fox Meadows. Call runs.
AKC German.
after 6p.m. 759-1831.
Shepherdand AKC
Australian Cattle Dogs,
438-2858.

Bank
Repossession

Assume loan with
small down payment on 1978 Redman, 14x70 3 BR
24. Miscellaneous
Mobile
Home.
#2 1 / 2"x.4'x 8
SHEETROCK- $4.25;
$1050
down
1/2"x4'x12' sheetrock$144.67
per
$8.25. Mid -South
month. This home
Wholesale Building; 342
East -Washington;, is already setup in
Paris; 842-2562.
Fox
-Meadpws
A-GRADE comodesMobile
Home
Park.
white only- $49.95 ea.
Lots of plumbing
Contact
Glenn
specials this week. MidStarks,
Starks
South Wholesale; 342
Bros.
Mobile
East Washington;
Paris; 842-2552.
Homes Benton, Ky.
BEAUTY shop equip
753-2922.
UPRIGHT piano, $250
or best off4r. Call
753-0329.

ment; 4 Styling
stations, 4 hydraulic
chairs, 4 .dryers. All
bought in August 1984.
Relocating.•Must sell.
Call 1-623-8958 after
6p.m.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
series, $27.99 exchange
60 mos. guarantee,
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
duty 27 series, 60 mos.
guarantee, $39.99 exchange. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD., Oak &
hickory, $25 a rick.
Delivered & ricked up.
Call 474-2329.
R advertising
specialties, calendars,
magnetic signs, and
political campaign
materials, call Jim
Cain, Murray, Ky.
Phone (502) 759-1602.
"You feel no pain when
you buy frvilm Cain."
kEROSENE heaters;
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500
BTU $49.99, 12,300 BTU
$59.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
OAK & hickory
firewood. You haul, $20
a rick. Call 437-4829.
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will- do
tree trimming, removing, and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476.
14" studded snow
tires, like new, $40. 14"
Gold nugget wheels, 2
for $50 or all 4 for $75.
Call 489-2275.
WHIRLPOOL microwave
oven with 700 watts cooking power, Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.

ro

Two

25. Business Services
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50, long forms $15
and up (includes
Federal & State). In
home service for
elderly or shut-infs.-Cali489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.m. for appointment
or information.
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
- Before -The IRS. llotheior
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State 8 years of
experience preparing Individual,Business.-Partnership, and Corporate
returns Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients Now preparing
returns dsy or night cal
759-1425
for
an
appointment
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25. Business Services - 34. Houses far Rent
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
711981TME disertationBttgotil(, near 1960 FORD, has good OD D lob specialist,
word processing, Pro- Almo.'Coup
le tires, runs good, $500 qz: ceiling fans, electrical,
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
fessionaly prepared and preferred. Call 753-0609.
best offer. Call 753-7629.
plumbing, fencing. You
SATELLITE SERVia
returned to you by mail.
BEDROOM house In
name it, I do it. You
Excutive Secretarial Murray. Call
REPAIR & SALE
753-5561.
buy, I install. You

15. Articles lee Sale

ONTROLLER- for

43. Real Estate
BANK of Murray & Fm
B.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8148 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
FOR sale, by owner,
vacant lot & rental
property across from
Murizali Fire Dept. on
Poplar. Call 753-9251.

44. Lots for Sale
05.5 ACRES completely
fenced & in good pasture , 6 miles from
Murray on paved road.
Stocked fish ponds &
-beautiful building sites.
Call 753-2280.
rOR sale by owner.
1984 INDIES 14x84. 2
Over 1 acre in city
BR, partially furnished,
limits, has rental prochina cabinets, ceiling
perty. Call 753-8161 or
fan, underpinning &
492-8349.
front porch. Excellent
condition. Call 759-1322 46. Homes for Sale
after 4p.m 753-3557. .
3 BR Slick house, full
28. Mobile Homes for Rent basement with - 1 BR
upstairs apt. & 2 BR
BEDROOM trailer, garage
aptti Located
gas heat, in Hardin. Call 11/2
block from hospi759-1417.
tal, 713 Elm. Call
t BR mobile home for 502-395-4756.
rent, sale or trade, by GATE
SBOROUGH.
East school. Phone large
4 BR, two story, 2
753-5406 after 4p.m.
1/2 baths, Murray,
OR 3 BR, furnished, freshly decorated. 3,445
AC/natural gas. Shady sq. ft. Owner 753-8052
Oaks 753-5209.
for aimoointment.
TRAILER for rent. See RA'M house must sell.
Brandon Dill, Dill's 4 BR, 2 bath, den with
Trailer Court. Must have kitchen, living, extra
references.
room, utility, kitchen
TRAILOR for rent, 2 and carport. Frame
BR. Ca11.763-8-181.
split level on 3 acres,
south of Almo com30. Business Rentals
munity, 5 minutes from
BODY shop for rent. Murray. $43,000.. call
day 753-1934 night 753Call 753-8572.
1861.
BR brick, large kitMini
chen/dining, great
room/fireplace. 2 bath,
Warehouse
double garage/ Storage Space
workshop, acre lot. 1
mile north of Murray.
For Rent
Priced to sell! Call
759-4588 or 753-7637.
753-1492

1981 Caddilac
DeVille

break, I -fix. Call 436
2868.

Nisi

••

Hwy.94 ait Lynnvlll.. Ky
51,150 end up

502-382-2823

4 door, 60,000
miles, white with
red pin stripes, red
leather interior,
sharp, oral trade
for 4x4 or will
finance with down
payment.
753-7113

FARM

1979 COUGAR XR-7,
70,000 miles, $2960 Call
753-8104 after 5p.m.
1980 BUICR Regal
Limited, white/gold,
tilt, cruise, plush seats,
p.s., p.b., air. Call
753-1412 until 6p.m.
'79 MONTE sftrlo, both
engine & body in excellent condition, good
tires, am-fm radio, rear
defog. Asking $4100 will
take best offer. Call
753-9642 after 6p.m.

LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Tieated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware
BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

DILL Electric is now rewinding electric motors.
50. Used Trucks
Call 753-9104. .
1974 DATSUN pickup.. FENCE sales at Sears
Excellent condition. now. Call Sears 753-2310
$1300. Call 753-9571 after for free estimate for
4p.m.
your needs.
1075 F-250 4x4, needs nENERAr., HOME
an.other motor & REPAIR. 15 years exbrakes, $1200. 1976 F-150 perience. Carpentry,
with camper top, rebuilt concrete, plumbing,
motor, nice interior, roofing, siding. NO .108
$1600. Call 474-8884 after TO SMALL. Free eslp.m.
timates. Days 753-8973.
1078 INTERNATIONAL nights 474-2276.
conventional 350 cummens engine, recent
Irrigation -Residential
overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf
CAMPBELL WELL
42' reefer, ribbed
DRILLING
aluminum floor, kemMcKenzie. In
lite walls. 438-2837.
Call Collect
1980 Chevrolet 1 ton
901-352-3671 or
truck. PS, PB, new
901-352-5
704
rebuilt motor, 4 speed.
Free Estimates
5th wheel hook-up, and 2
ft. metal grain sides.
GITYTERING by Sears
Good condition. Will sell
Sears continuous. gutfor pay. off. Phone
ters installed for
'
your
753-0789.
specifications. Call
1981 JEEP CJ-7.' hard- Sears
753-2310 for tree
top, black/silver, 34, estimate.
000 mile's, Laredo
RAROLD'S Tree Serpackage, excellent
vice. Topping, cutting,
condition, $6500. Call
trimming, etc. Also,753-0262
clean-up work.. shrubb1984 NISSAN, 4x4 King ery &
over grown areas.
Cab. ExcelltItit condi- Fast,
dependable sertion, with line-a-bed. vice.
Insured. For free
Call 492-8605.
estimates call 437-4807.
'74 FORD'pickup. Need
motor, $350. Call 4354280.
Professional
19 FORD Ranger F-256
Stump Removal
4X4. 1 owner, 58,000 mi.,
400 automatic, air, pa,
Service
pb, tool box, dual gas
tanks, sliding rear
Call 474-2774
windows, $4500. Call
or 474-2741
after 5p.m. 435-4383.

'NEED home repairs.
Remodeling? Water''
liftes broken? We do
general carpentry,
plumbing repairs, glass
repairs. etc. Free estimates. Call 489-2557
anytime"

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey.
753-0689
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Car
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
753-8628. Free
Estimates.
SEWING Machine Re
pair All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial
.38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky

PAINTING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
.753,
3716
. .
tfREE ESTIMATES*
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electriy, Call 437-4740.
THWEATTS Alterna
tor, Generator & Starter
Service (rebuilt & re
paired). Route #1, Airno,
KY, 4 2 0 2 0 . Shop
(502)753-8742.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Bellies shipped nationwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey. Cakes.
Frets Clailiriary. VISA & MC
753-9250

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completeiv
guaranteed. Call Or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

1 . Campers INSULATION blown In
by Sears. TVA ap1 982 24 1 / 2
. proved. Save on
those
MARQUIR
_camper..- high heating and
coollike new. Serious ining bills. Call Sears
quires only. Call 753- 7
5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free
2776.
estimate.
•
JOINER'S Tree Ser47. Motorcycles
53. Services Offered
vice. 30 years ex32. Apts for Rent
1083 YAMAHA IT 175. 1 APPLIANCE
perience. Also bucket
1 DUPLEX apt., 2 BR, mile south on 121, 8 to 5. SERVICE. Kenmore,
truck for hire. Call
Free Estimates
bath, central heat, air. 753-5433,
Westinghouse, 753-0366.
washer/dryer hookup, 1984 YAMAHOPPER Whirlpool. 22 years
759-1983
stove, disposal. $200 moped, low mileage, in experience. Parts and
We ore
our
deposit, $250 per month. excellent shape. Asking service. Bobby Hopper,
WILL haul white rock,
new office an the
Call 753-5400.
sand, lime, rip rap and
$349. Call 753-9642 after Bob's Appliance Ser- a
Carter
Bldg..
vice. 202 S. 5th St.
BR Olive St. 1 BR near 6p.m.
masonary sand, coal,
beside
Mon
MSU. Adults, no pets,
dirt, gra,tel, .fill sand
4KAWASAKI 2545 Business 753-4872, 436•gomery
lease & deposit. Call 3-wheeler. Excellent 5848 (home).
Word.
Call R-iner Hudson,
753-9208 after 4p.m.
753 8298
APPLIANCE REPAIR • •
753-4545 or 753-6763
condition. Call 492-8806.
Factory authorized for • CARTER STUDIO
COUPLE of female
Tappan, Kelvinator and • 300 MAIN ST 51.111t
graduate students will 48. Auto Services
Aluminum and Vinyl
share a 3 BR house near
-14" SNOW tires & Brown. Service on gas • North 3rd intr.oc..
siding and Aluminum
and electric ranges,
MSU and downtown. rims to fit a Dodge, $40
trim for all houses. It
microwaves, dis- LEE'S CARPET
753-6577 or call collect Call 753-3711.
stops painting.
hwash
443-1071 for Kathy.
ers,
reCLEANI
NG. For all
GOOD reconditioned
NICE 2 BR apartmenf batteries. guaranteed. frigerators, etc. Earl your carpet & upholstJack Glover
Lkve_lt, 354-8956 or 753- ery cleaning. For a free
near downtown Murray. $15. Call 753-3711.
753-1873
5341.
Call 753-4109, 762-6650 or
estimate call 753-5827
438-2844.
Satisfied references.
49. Used Cars
RTMLY-ERISErd-TIM
LICENSED Electrician
Wanted
apartment. Inquire at 1974 DODGE Van,
STUMP REMOVAL for residential and 5 7
customize
d
new
eagle
ROOD. any type, up to
100 S. 13th St.
commerci
al.
Heating
SERVICE
G.T.'s, chrome wheels.
and air condition, gas 4' long & 12- diameter 4
Now accepting ap- Runs good,
No damage to surneeds some
plications for one, two & body work.
installation and repair. mi. S. of Murray on 641.
82000 firm.
rounding lawn
753-9251.
Phone 753-7203.
3 BR apts. Call 759-4984.
753-7300.
Free Estimates
trfBSIDIZED 1 BR 1978 CUTLASS
Larr) Wood
•0• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
apts. available on 2nd Supreme, red
•
•5055•10
with white
753-0211
floor of South Side interior. Call
•
after
PS
Manor. Call 753-8221 6p.m. 435-4364.
NEED work on your •
•
from 9 to 12. Equal
trees?
•
Topping,
prun1077
CAMARO
, auto.,
•
Housing Oliportimity.
-pb, ps, air, am -fm ing, shaping, complete • CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
•
TAKING- applications cassette.
350 V-8 motor. removal and more. Call
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
for _Section
_Kent - Cali-7534558.
0 V -E
-S TREE
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
- •
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
SERVIC
E
for
ProSOLID
WOOD CABINETS 8. RAISED PANEL DOORS
1977 NOVA, 8 cylinder,
•
BR. Apply Hilldale
•
Birch • Oak • VV•Intrt
Cherry
automatic, ps, pb, air. fessional tree care
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
•
OUNCASES
•
• MANTLES • BOOKCASES
753-0338.
nice
car.
Call
759-4418
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Equal Housing
after 5p.m
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE Er
Opportunity.,
'
1979 SIR014CO, V-8. paperhanging,
FURNITURE REFINISHING
auto., winch, $3500. 1879 commerc4'al. re- •CCMAIPSTITIVI PRICES
33. Rooms for Rent
Delta Royale, 2dr. sidential. Free es- • Draw By•Soo
FLIINISHED room for plenty options,
Display
20mpg, timates. References 25 ...Our
boys, private entrance. excellen
t condition, yrs. experience.
16281/2 Hamilton. Call $3800. Call
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
527-0903
438-5479 after 5p.m.
ROOMS near campus.
Boys only Call 753-5561.
RESIDENTIAL

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits

Due to pump failure South
641
Water
District
subqrribers m?...; =41
'fi
water pressure and should
conserve water until the
pumps are repaired.
This will take a few days.
We
appreciate
your
cooperation.

5

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

in

•

•

•••

ASSOCIATE: Part
time position assists in the daily
operation of the Core Residence.
Responsiblities include direct care
and training of clients and monitoring and assisting in the care and
upkeep of the facility. Work
schedule will be varied. MINIMUM
QUALIFICATIONS: 18 y/o, high
school graduate. or equivalent,
prefer experience- caring for mentally retarded or similar area, valid
KY drivers license and safe driving
record-. SALARY: -$4.28 to
$4.721h,
CEDURE: Send resume to Rick
Christman, Program Director
MR/DD Services, Western KY
Regional MH/MR Bd. Inc. P.O. Box
7287, Paducah, KY 42002-7287.
Applications accepted until position filled. EOE

Auction
Saturday, Feb. 2nd at 10:30 at
the Auction Mart in Kuttawa.
KY. Use 124 to exit 40; then /
1
2
mile west on 62-641
Many large beautiful pieces of
antique furniture, glassware,
primitive, tools, clocks & new
furniture. We have many
.
fabulous items.
Call or write for itemized
brochure with pictures.

Thomas Wlialite
Sons Auction_
& Realty
Box 355 Kuttawa. Ky. 42055
(502)388-'7251 or night 388-7088
Thomas. Todd, and Cash White..
Auctioneers

rrt •

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ahart's rites planned

Sharborough rites Saturday

The funeral for Mrs.•
Ethelene Scott Ahart
will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
Officiating will be the
Rev.
.' Charles Westfall.
Music will be by the
Warren Quartet with
James Childress aS
organist.
Burial will follow in
the Jeffrey Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Ahart, 66, Rt. 1,
Dexter. died Thursday
at 9:55 a.m. at the West

Services for Mrs. hailine Bird.
Marion S. Sharborough
Born Nov. 21, 1899, in
will be Saturday at 1 Mississippi, she was the
p.m. in the chapel of the daughter of the late
J.H. Churchill Funeral Edgar Smith and Betty
Home. Dr. Walter E. Phillips Smith.
Mischke. Jr., will
Survivors are" two
officiate.
, grandchildren, Joseph
Burial will follow in L. Fall and wife, Milan,
the Murray City Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Rembert (Kathryn
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fall) Parker,
the funeral home after 6 Newburgh, Ind.; two
p.m. tonight (Friday 1.
great-grandchildren,
Mrs. Shartiorough, 85, Jennifer Dawn Fail and
died Thursday at 7 a.m. Claire Elyse Parker; a'
at her home on the Col- son-in-law, Dr. Oliver C.
dwater Road. She was a Hood, Springfield, Va.,member of the First widower of Marion S.
United Methodist Hood;
Church.
Also surviving are two
She was preceded in sisters, Mrs. Lucille
death by her husband, Gregory, Covington,
Clayton Lamar (Jack) La., and Mrs. Eugenia
Sharborough, and two Guillory, New Orleans,
daughters, Mrs. Marion La.; one brother, Tom
Hood and Mrs. Jac- Smith, New Orleans.

View Nursing Home.
She is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Fannie
Page Scott; four
daughters, Mrs. Morris
Dunn, Mrs. Junior
Stations. Mrs. James
Childress and Mrs. Bobby Lowe; three sons,
William, Homer and
Frankie Ahart; four
sisters. Mrs. James Mitchuson, Mrs. Maurice
Thurman, Mrs. Calvert
Colson and Mrs. Clifford
Hughes: two brothers,
Willie and James Scott;
17 grandchildren -nine
great-grandchildren.

iron Edward
.114

Jones
&
11 Co.

•

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Mrs. Willie B Jackson dies

Financial Focus Series
By Randy Saladin

Mr s. Willie B
Jackson, 73, Fern Terrace Lodge, died today
at 1:45 a.m. at the West
View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Vernon
Jackson, died in 1965.
She also was preceded
in death by one sister,
Mrs. Lure Mae Hall,
and three brothers, Roy
Miller, Bonnie Miller
and Bennie Miller.
Mrs. Jackson had
owned and worked at
local restaurants, but
her last position was
with Shroat Bros. Meat
Market. She was a
member _Of the Beech
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian- Church
and -Of the Dorcas Sun'-'
day School Class of the
First Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 21, 1911, at
Harris Grove, she was
the daughter of the late
George C. Miller and
Eula Murdock Miller.

. She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Dale
(Lyndia) Cochran, Murray; one son, Ralph
Jackson, Frankfort;
three grandchildren,
Chad Cochran, Mrs.
Trine Cooper and Miss
Kara Jackson.
Also surviving are two,
sisters. Mrs. Susie
Wilson, Stella, and Mrs.
L.A. (Lucille) Richard.:
son, Lynn Grove; one
brother, James Hassell
Miller, Dalton, Ga.;
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jack
Jones will officiate.
• Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday).
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Hog market report released

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

MISS UT MARTIN PAGEANT ROYALTY - The 1985 Miss University of Tennessee at Martin
Pageant royalty includes,from left, LaNell Essary of Norris City, Ill., fourth runner-up; Marti Robbins
of Martin, second runner-up; Sherry Stone of Memphis, Miss UT Martin; Pam Overbey of Newbern,
first runner-up; and Michelle Murray of Hendersonville, third runner-up. Miss Stone advances to the
Miss Tennessee Pageant, which sends its winner to the Miss America Pageant in Atlantic City. The annual Miss UTM Pageant is sponsored by the UTM Student Government Association.
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GM QUAUTY
'SERVICt PARTS

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

Keep That Great
•
(OW
Feeling-With- Genuine GM Parts

C PIA

04116.•1111010*1 CONOWATION

To Better Serve You
Gerald
With Less Waiting
Duber
KNcoyne
The University Barber
Shop is proud to Announce that Gerald
"Duber" Kilcoyne is now associated
with the Univertity-Barber Shop. Gerhld
would like to take this opportunity to
warmly welcome you to call or come by
the University Barber Shop.

WOW,

I

1984 Chevrolet Surburban
454 Motor, loaded with Equipment.

$14,900"

University Barber Shop
Next to Granny's Porch
309 N. 16th St.
753-1953
Acid Balance Shampoos, Conditioners, Markam,
' RK & Image Products.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

•

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BAND-AID

Mediquell

KITCHEN
ASSORTMENT

$ 1 89

Stock Market —

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

-

CLASSIC FILM RENTALS

Vaseline

Tylenol
Extra
Strength
Capsules
100's

INTENSIVE
CARE'

(Inside Crass Furniture)

LOTION

NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Choose From Over 1,000 Titles
Comedy
War & Western
Family
Adventure
Drama
Horror

Order any Iwo samesize. same-finish
Kodak color enlargements Gel a third
ePl. rocir%,
,
F2_1•4m,from
-lodak's own labs
See us for details
Hurry. special otter ends
February 27, 1985

Crass-furniture103 S, 3rd

753-3621
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Makeup shouldn't be applied at last minute
NEW YORK (AP) —
When Cleopatra traveled the Nile, legend has
it. she scented the sails
of her barge to corn-

mand attention during
her passage.
,
But when today's
bride floats down the 'aisle. she should be a bit

•;. Your Makeup Should Be As
Special As The Day!

more subtle than the
Egyptian queen about
the fragrance she uses,
says a leading beauty
consultant.
"You don't want to
overpower people. On
the other hand, you do
want to have a lovely
scent about you," advises Sharon Queeney of
Revlon Inc. "If the wedding ceremony is in a
hot environment, I
would suggest cologne.
If a cold environment,
perfume, because the
bride will need that extra strength."
As director of consumer information, Ms.
Queeney supervised the
production of Revlon's
"The Art of Beauty," a
Doubleday book showing women how to look
their best.
Because a bride is the
star of the day, she is
forced to focus on her
physical appearance
even more than usual,
says Ms. Queeney.
"It's a day all women
look forward to," she
says. —It's a wonderful
Cinderella fantasy, the
one day in your life that
all attention is focused
on you, and you want to
look pretty.
"But you can't wait
until that morning and
achieve marvels. In
preparing for that day,
you have to start a few
weeks ahead Of time."

Hardly. Too often, the discounted
diamond is of inferior quality,
sometimes worth even less than the
purchase price. And that's a
"bargain" no one can afford!
Come by soon to see our diamond
collection. You'll find a range of
qualities-all fairly priced and accompanied by a written appraisal
stating the cutting, color, clarity
and carat weight. And our
American Gem Society membership guarantees you value foriyour
money.

We'd like to tell you
about a special event
that's corning! On Feb.
9 the delightful Blackie
Scott will be in Paducah
as guest speaker for "It
Can be Fun to Plan Your
Wedding — an Extravaganza for the
Bride and Groom, their
Parents, and their
Friends." Mrs. Scott is
one of this country's
most sought-after lecturers and authorities
on wedding ettiquette
and planning.
The "Extravaganza"
will begin at 9:30 with
registration. At 10 a.m.
Mrs. Scott will deliver
her witty and informative talk, inviting audience participation. At
noon the caterers at the
Executive Inn will Serve
a luncheon of fruits,
chicken salad,
blueberry muffins, etc.
While dining you will enjoy a short fashion
presentation of wedding
and formal wear.
Throughout the afternoon, Mrs. Scott will be
available for individual

-1
111100 •:
-.:404111111101k:
A A A
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_442-0002

Mackie Scott
consultation and there
will be displays and
mini-seminars — all
designed to answer all
of your needs and questions about your wedding! One glance at the
list of participants
below will tell you that
this is much more than a
• fair — but is, rather, a
gathering of experts:
The Brides's Corner
— gowns for all the
ladies in the wedding
Mr. Penguin —
gentlemen's formal
4.. (Cont'd on page 3)
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Brides-To-Be join in the
fun!! Pier 1 Imports' Bridal
Registry for Decorative Accessories offers you a change
to odd those extra decorative
touches to your new home.
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she adds. "Use a soft
color, because you don't
want 'bright, stark
fingernails.
"As for the hair, you
need more volume on
your wedding day. A lot
of brides make the
mistake of wearing
mantilla lace-type headdresses but have flat
hair, anti th'eilook like
littlourchins."

Etiquette and planning
adviser to speak Feb. 9

Come in & let the Pier 1 staff
help you with your selections &
present you with a free gift.
Largest selection of tropical furniture & accessories in this area.
- .....
v.7,4c.4t.
n
"a"4Fa
'
• lAre
J.v.;II'4:

FJNI JEWELERS
313 Broadway

As for lipstick, she
says, it's best to use a
soft but bright or lively
pastel rather than a
heavy red '
lipstick,
which usually is a bit too
strong for the bridal
look.
"Also, coordinate the
color tones of the eyes,
lips and cheeks, with
,nair enamel reflecting
the same family-tone,"

Having been a bride
twice herself, Ms.
Queeney learned a few
pointers she would like
to pass along to other
women getting
married:
"Try to get
everything done well
ahead of time, so that
the day before and certainly the day of the
ceremony you are totally focused on yourself,
that is, you're not worried about this or that
being delivered or how
someone is going to get
into town.
"This is your day, so
wake up that morning
and enjoy every minute
of it in a relaxed, happy
fashion — because if
you're rattled, uptight,
nervous or frantic about
something you're not
going to be a calm,
beautiful vision in
white."
A secret to successful
makeup,the beauty consultant advises, is to
dust the face with a big
powder brush all over
using a pale _transluscent powder before putting on eye shadow,
blush or lipstick. Like
an artist, the bride
should use her face as a
canvas, mapping it out,
getting all the shine off
with a light — not heavy
— dusting. Only then
should she start applying the color.
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The Showcase will help plan your wedding

Planning a wedding?
According to
Showcase owner Shirley
Smith. several people
are indeed making
plans for those June and
July weddings. And
while it may seem a bit
early, there are many,
many decisions that
must be made between
now and then. And what
better time to begin
than now — when The
Showcase has over 500
new spring and summer
wedding gowns in stock.
And if you don't find
what you like there, that
special gown can be
ordered for you and
ready in about three
months.
Smith says brides-tobe "are going with
everything" this year
and as she assits young
ladies in choosing their

gowns she tp discovering that they are choosing "more and rnore
whisper taffeta — for
both the bride and the
bridal attendants'
gowns".
Short "puffed baby
doll sleeves" are
popular for spring and
summer gowns this
year and more and
more brides are choose
sweetheart necklines
and off-thetahoulder
styles.
Ruffles and lace, of
course, are still popular
choices in varying
degrees to suit the
tastes of the bride. But
Smith says a new
feature for gowns that is
gaining popularity is
self-fabric roses. Gowns
featuring this soft touch
are being chosen for
both the bride's gown
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wear
Tom McCarthy
Studio — fine
photography and
portraits
Bernard Lewis &
Co. — Certified
Gemologists, Bridal
Registry
The New Woman —
complete hair care,
make-up, manicures
A & I Travel —
Cruises, honeymoons,

and her attendants'.
To top off the special
look, Smith says the
tiera flower wreath is
becoming the most
popular headpiece and
she adds "hats are still
very good."
Vibrant, strong colors
are appearing more-and
more in weddings but,
according to Smith,
"It's always the trend
for spring and summer
to go with pastels. Dusty
rose, periwinkles and
lavenders are all
popular." Of these colors, dusty rote is probably the one most
chosen, she says.
Accessories are
becoming more
elaborate and she says
both hats and fans are
popular choices.
As weddings are tending to become. more

formal than they have
been in recent years,
'mothers of the brideand groom-elect are
choosing formal or tealength gowns. The
Showcase has a good
selection of dresses that
are popular with
mothers of all age
groups.

•

the other experts! Plan
to spend the day with us
Saturday, Feb. 9, at the
Executive Inn Riverfront, 9 a.m. — 5 p.m.
We think you'll be glad
you did. The cost of the
_day's activities, including lunch, is only
$1.150 per person. For
more information and
reservations, call on our
Bridal Phone (502)
444-8445.

•

giftsAs The Showcase
enters into it's 11th year
of assisting brides-to-be
they offer the experience and expertise
in wedchng preparations
that most young ladies
lack. Realizing many of
(Cont'd on page 4)

•

Murray Home & Auto
Bridal Registry
•Br-ass
•Small Appliances
*Cookware
•GlasSware
•Kitchen Accessories
•Wilton Cake Decorating
•Stoneware
•Cutlery
*Flatware
Chestnut St
Murray

(Cont'd from page 2)

afforllable packages
Sue Cash — expert
caterer, florist —
delicious wedding cakes
-S & W Productions
— video taping of weddings and receptions
Kemp Financial
Services — tax, estate,insurance expert
Even if there isn't a
wedding in your immediate future, you'll
enjoy Blackie Scott and

Choosing gifts- for the
ladies in the wedding
party can be taken care
of at the The Showcase,
which also offers
several small gift items.
Travel jewelry kits, ring
holders and crystal
boxes ranging in price
from $5 to $10 are all
welcomed and useful

•
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Beautiful Weddings
happen when you
visit - - f•

age 3)

121 Bypass
Murray. KY
and

It's
Your Day...

1506 S. Clay Si,
Hopkinsville. KY

We'll Help You Make It Special
Make an appointment for a
Manicure, Wax Arch, Pedicure,
Facial, Make Up Session
or Hair Style

sALC

Monday-Saturday 8:00-5:00
753-8282
1600 Dodson

• ••••

A complete selection of
bridal gowns, attendant's
dresses, mothers and
flower giifs dresses. too!,
Beautiful accev_osie,s for
all your wedding needs.
Prom and Pageant gowns.
too!

•

•
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Showcase...

For more than 500 years, diamond ring
has been a symbol of love in marriage

(Cnnt'd from page 3)
responsible for such
things as the cost of the
ceremony, flowers,
hotel accommodations,

the problerns and decisions facing a young
couples as they prepare
to spend their lives
together. Smith recomMends that the brideelect begin ,her plans
with a financial budget

By Tracey Buchanan
(Reprinted by permisreception costs and
sion from The Paducah
marriage license. There
Sun.)
is also a - helpful
A sparkling drop of
schedule that suggests
white light shines from
the best times for choosin mind.
its place in a circle of
We have gowns
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ranging in price form
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It's a diamond
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music, mailing invitaengagement ring — a
average price being
tions, placing an anprecious stone setting
from $250 to $450. We try
nouncement in the
that represents lasting
to carry a range of
newspaper and. many
commitment.
gowns that will have
other inportant details
Since 1477 when the
something to please all
that must be taken care
Duke Maximillian of
ages, all sizes and all
of.
Austria gave a diamond
budgets,” she explains.
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ring to Mary of Burgunbrocure on wedding
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customs
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And, as with any investavailable and Smith
You may be suptised
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appropriate for both forried over 'to today
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mal and informal
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THE SINGER
BRIDAL SALE
Touch•Tronic* 2010
memory-machlm,
29 stitches preprogrammed
to sew the optimum length
and width •1-step button ,holing •Low bobbin indicator
•Wind-in-place bobbin
Reg. $1399.00

$744°°
FREE!

Frye fabric with all machines
purchased with cabinet!
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portant quality of a
stone," he said. "The
most important thing is
cutting. Cutting is
everything to the diamond...because no matter how flawless, colorless or large the diamond.might be, if it isn't
cut with the proper proportions — the right
relationship of width
and depth, the right
table size, the right
angles — and very importantly, if it's not well
polished, it won't be
beautiful."
"A jeweler really
should be able to give
you some intelligent
discussion as to how it's
cut — whether it's a
spread table which
leaks dispersion (the
break-up of white light
into spectral colors),
whether the table is the
proper size, whether the
back side of the stone is
too deep Or too shallow,
whether the light goes
straight through or
leaks out or whether the
girdle (the outer edge of
a cut stone) is thick."
"As much as 5 to 10
percent, and even more,
excess weight can be retained right there. You
pay for it on the scale
and its adds nothing to
the beauty. Actually, it
takes away."
Color is the next
characteristic to cdnsider and is the factor

that will play the
greatest role in determining the dollar value
Of the diamond, Lewis
said. The ideal diamond
is completely colorless.
These icy-white stones
are rare and therefore
more valuable; but, a
hint of color does not
necessarily detract
from a diamond'd
beauty.
Diamonds also are
available in pale yellow,
canary, pink, red,
green, blue and even
brown. These "fancies"
are judged by their
depth of color as the
white are valued for
their lack of color.
"I think it's important
that you shop with someone who can really
determine color." Lewis
said, "because we don't
have much color
memory,. If you shop
from store to store and
only look at quartercarat diamonds and
compare the price, then
you're really not shopping very wisely."
The third factor to
cc:insider is the ' diamond's clarity. Clarity
refers to the presence or
absence of internal
"inclusion" or external
marks. Inclusions are
spots, bubbles or lines
Nature included in the
stone when it was
crystallized from
carbon.

The only time the
terms "flawless" and
"perfect" should be used to describe a diamond is when the stone
has been judged by a
trained eye under
10-power * magnification
with dark-field illumination, according to the
American Gem
Society's diamond
grading standards. The,
American Gem Society
is a national organization composed of
jewelers, retailers and
suppliers. It is
dedicated to strict
ethics, Lewis said.
The final factor of the
four c's is carat weight.
The carat is a unit of
weight that equals 200
milligrams. There are
142 carats to an ounce.
Each carat is divided into 100 points; 4o, a
45-point diamond
weighs just under a half
a carat.
Carat width is the
least Important factor in
deciding the diamond's
Value. For example, a
one-carat stone which
has a low grading in cutting, color and clarity
may not be as expensive
as a very fine quality
half-carat stone.
Finally after considering these four factors and deciding on a
stone and mounting, the
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Before You Walk
Down the Aisle
See Murray Rental
For Your:
*Wedding Arch
*Kneeling Bench
•Candelabras
Also Everything For
Your Reception
*Including Punch Bowls,and
DesSert Plates
*Champagne Fountain
*Tables & Chairs
*And much-more

Bel Air,Ceriter 75315323
Layaway and Financing Available
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Brides are bedecking themselves
in traditional Wedding-gown styles
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Diamond rings...
(Conrci from page 4)
buyer should get an appraisal, Lewis advises.
"It's, important you
have at least a sales
receipt or an appraisal,
because you're going to
need that for your insurance company," he

said. "And it should
state in writing, in nationally understood
terms, the cutting, the
color, the . clarity, the
carat weight and the
value with a description
of the mounting."

Today's bride has attitudes very different
from those of the past.
,But she does resemble
the bride of yesteryear
in one respect — the
clothes she selects for
her wedding.
Traditional wedding
attire — often ornate —
is the choice of many
brides nowadays, a recent survey by Bride's
magazine found. By far
the majority (74 percent) select a white
dress, while an. additional 19 percent choose
Ivory.
Many brides wear a
floor-length gown with a
train that brushes the
floor. High-necked
dresses with long fitted
sleeves and natural
waistlines in traditional
fabrics such as organza,
lace, satin and taffeta
are preferred.
Among survey
respondents, 94 percent
said they never expected to wear their
wedding dresses again,
even though they spent
between $400 and $600,
plus money for the headpiece, veil and other
accessories.
Selecting the bride's
dress (and the clothes
worn by other members
of the bridal party)
should be based mainly
on what style favors the
bride and on the degree
of formality of the wed-

ding, suggests Agnes
Hurlman, a bridal consultant for NeimanMarcus.
Choose a dress that is
flattering to your figure
type, suggests Modern
Bride magazine. For example, to minimize a
generous figure, choose
simple lines And avoid
too many fussy details,
lace or beading.
If you are tall and
thin, a dropped waist,
off -the -shoulder
neckline and dramatic
veilings or a hat are attractive — and you can
handle tiers of ruffles
and billowy sleeves.
As a rule, allow about
12 weeks for delivery
and alteration of a
bridal dress, Ms.
Hurlman suggests.
Bridal dresses range
widely in price and most
shops and departments
carry a very wide price
range. Prices are determined by the cost of
material, degree of
workmanship and
manufacturer's name.
They tend to bunch in
several categories. One
popular price level is
between $400 and $600;
another is $800 to $1,000.
Custom-made dresses
generally start at about
$2,000.
Most shops have some
discontinued models.
These may be last
season's styles and

often are reduced to half
price.
For the spring and
summer of 1985, gowns
with full skirts appear
tobe popular. Ancording
to Bride's magazine,
this style flatters every
silhouette.
Tauches of -color are
appearing on gowns. A
white dress may be accented with pink roses
at .the.neckline,-for ex-ample. Another way to
Inject color into the
ceremony is to select
bright colors or antique
pastels such as pink,
rosebud or lavender for
the bridesmaids'
dresses, says Michele
Piccione, design director of Alfred Angelo
Bridals.
The second -time
bride, or one who has
chosen to dress informally, is likely to select
a tea-length gown in

organza or silk or a
countrified lace style,
says Bride's magazine.
If the bride has opted
for tradition, so has the
groom, according to
Denise O'Donoghue of
Bride's. The traditional
tails, strollers, morning
suits and cutaways are
popular in classic black,
gray and white.
Men's styles tend to
emphasize.• the • -traditional, but one new look
for men is the very short
formal jacket cut at the
waist and known as a
Spencer jacket. This
jacket — in black, gray,
white or stripes — is
paired with coordinating trousers. One
fashion touch that does
lend a bit of color to the
man's attire is matching accessories like
the tie and cummerbund
to the bridal party
colors.

Northeast weddings are
the most costly in the L .S.
NEW YORK (AP) —
A lavish wedding with
wonderful food, fine service, lively music and
beautiful flowers is not
one of life's less expensive luxuries —
especially in the
Northeast.
Nationwide, the cost
of a formal wedding
these days averages

$6,000, according to
figures developed by
Bride's magazine. But
in the Northeast,
caterers and wedding
consultants say that a
figure approaching
$10,000 is a far more
realistic figure for. a
wedding with all the
(Gont'd on page 6)
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In the Northeat, a big betrothal bash costs $10,000
--(Cont'd from page 5)

•

trimmings for 100
guests.
Of course, $10,000 will
provide a lavish
weekend evening affair

c.omp,lete with
ceremony, pre-dinner
cocktail hour, music for
dancing, flowers, a
photo album and other
niceties.
Being married in

.
4.
.. ri*.-10
`Me CO0

church in the early
afternoon or late morning, opting for light
refreshments and wedding cake, eliminating
the music or hiring a
single musician can cut

The important point is
to set your own
priorities early; says
Barbara Tober, editor
of Bride's magazine.
"Find out what a wedding in your area actually costs by shopping
around. Then decide
what you must have and
what you can afford to
sacrifice," she
suggests.

Eb)

Little Feet
Should Look
Their Best For
The Wedding Too!

For Little Feet

Southside Shopping Center Murray

costs considerably. Or,
having an elaborate
wedding but limiting the
number of guests to
under 50 can a1s9 be a
means of having an affordable wedding.

753-4383

One strategy is to go
all out on one or two
things and to economize
on the rest. For example, you might serve a
full sit-down dinner, but
limit the music to a
single strolling musician. You could choose
an afternoon wedding
and scale down the
meal, but splurge on the
wedding cake.
In the metropolitan
New York area, the
choice of caterers, halls,
music, flowers,
photogtaphy and other
options is very wide.
Dan Colombo, director of catering at
Leonard's of Great

Neck, L.I., estimates
that a five-hour evening
weekend wedding for
100 guests would cost
almoSt $1-0 ,000
Leonird's, which
handles between 40 and
70 parties a week, offers
a sit-down dinner with a
choice of prime rib or
stuffed capon for from
$35 to $45 a person. Included in the price are
alcoholic beverages,
table flowers, a cocktail
hour featuring hot hors
d'oeuvres, a dessert buffet and the wedding
cake.
Not included are
music (figure $1,000 for
a five-piece band),
photography (approaching $1,000)

limousines, clothing,
flowers for the bridal
party and invitations.
On the other hand,
clients of Reception
Plus, a wedding service
in the Bronx, typically
spend about $2,500 for a
wedding for 100 guests,
according to David
Lesser, president.
Lesser provides lowcast weddings that
nevertheless include all
the trimmings. He says
that his clients procure
their own hall
(sometimes a church, a
VFW hall ora community center) for between
$50 and $500.
His clients pay for
their own liquor and
music.
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Grooms are growing bolder
in their selection of threads
It is considered the
happiest day of your
life. You spend months
planning for it, making
sure everything is right.
The - church is full and
when you walk down the
aisle to meet the groom,
there he is — adorned in
a lime-green polyester
shirt (half unbuttoned of
course), a brown-check
double-knit leisure suit

and matching white
patten-leather shoes
and belt.
Maybe that's exaggerating the point but
consider — next to the
bride, everyone at the _
wedding wants to see
the groom.
Trends in wedding
fashions are becoming
(Cont'd on page 7)
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For The Beautiful
Bride to Be

*

Bride-elects, register for your
&
dinnerware
everyday
decorative accessories.
We will then announce your
registry in the newspaper and
will present you with a keepsake
to make, this special time even
more memorable.

Timeless Elegance

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 304 MAIN. MURRAY, 759-4973
, Inquire about our wedding giveaways..

Choose from beautiful dinnerware
such as:
'Louisville Stoneware
*V aechterbach
'Los Angeles Pottery 1Floret Design)
Select Other Gifts From
Our Wide Array Of:
•Kitchert
*Baskets
•Brass
Accessories
*Glassware 'Lamps
*Candles
•Picttv----.•••,•Wicker
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Fashions for grooms are less rigid than in the past
(C,ont'd from page 6)
less ridged and grooms
are going most with
their own preferences
instead of consulting
proper etiquette.
Personnel at Mr. Tuxedo in Murray agreed,
stating grooms exercise
"a great deal of
liberalism by wearing
what they want to. It's
their day and they
should wear what

n •

a
S.

men's fashions including the jacket in
their formal lineups.
As with trends in
men's clothing the past
few seasons, pastels will
be popular for some
grooms although most
will stick with black,
white, silver and gray.
Wingtip-collar shirts
are most popular while
a variety of ties and
scarves are used.
The cummerbund, the
wide sash worn as a
waistband which had
fallen on hard times
because of wider use of
vests, is returning to
popularity. In fact,
around the winter holiday season. Scottish tartan plaid cummerbunds
are vogue with most formal outfits.
Gloves, suspenders
and top hats also lend a
touch of class 1.9 the formal occasion.ar
For the not-so-formal
ocassion when a tuxedo
may not be appropriate,
suit rental is the
groom's answer. A
nicely-pressed navy or
gray suit can make the
right statement for the
groom.
Most grooms chose to
be attired a bit differently than their at-

makes them happy."
Today's grooms are
following brides in
selecting white outfits
for their weddings. The
cutaway coat
(sometimes referred to
as a morning coat),
tapering from the front
waist downward toward
tails at the back, is the
current trend-setter,
with top designers in

Find the right florist
for a lovely ambiance
Flowers make a wedding special and
have been a beautiful part of the wedding
ceremony for centuries. If the bride
doesn't have a florist the knows and
trusts, the should ask around and go to
one who is well-known for doing lovely
weddings. Since flowers arrive just before
the ceremony and there is no time for
changes if the bride is unhappy with
them, it is important that the bride have
a florist who is dependable.
Before actually meeting with the florist,
the bride should contact him or her to
find out if the florist is familiar with her
church and reception hall. Many churches
((ont'd on page 8)

tendants — outfitted
with different color attire: a different tie, colored shirt, or whatever
the grooms chose.
Often, a colored shirt

'Cascades
*Boutonnieres
*Nosegays
*Fans

Sherry N•arsome
Counselor

Hwy 641 N
The Village

4g•

DIET
CENTER

On The Court Square
Murray

753-0859

The Shoe Tree
Is Blooming For Brides
have Peau de Soil pumps or
sandal her attendants.

•We

town that will dye your
wedding party's shoes
to match any color.-

••••

•We have the shoes and
bags to add , an extra
special touch to your
special day.

:lg. •

1

-

the
shoe tr
SOUTHSIOE MANOR
MURRAX KINYUCtCY

•
•
•

. • I.
T

.r-__

•

6.We're the only place in

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-1:09,
2:30-5:30
Sat. 10-Noon

,/ •

a.

The Wild Raspberry

Sandy Fulton
Counselor

1•••ir
. AP*"41 Wf L°S.4G

*Table Arrangements
*Cake Centers
*Pillows
*Flower Baskets

Make And Arrange Your Own Flowers
For Your Wedding...Call About Our Classes

osr?

Patty Mahoney
Counselor

something different.
WHatever the outfit,
It's the time for the
bride and groom and the
should be attired the
way they chose.

"Let Us Help
Make Your
Wedding
Everything
1, You Dreamed
It Would Be"

Your Wedding...
A time of change...you can change your
life at Diet Center. Lose 17 to 25 pounds in
just 6 weeks. What you don't know about
nutrition probably shows on your waistline.
Before "The Big Day" come to Diet Center
where you will lose weight quickly and safeiy...and we'll teach you how to keep it off.
Diet Center...the last weight loss program
you will ever need.

may make a difference.
The groomsmen may
wear a color to coordinate with the
bridesmaids' dresses
while ushers will Wear

-
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For floral elegance, work with a dependable florist
(Cont'd from page 7)

have restrictions as to the type and size of
floral decorations used. Also, the florist
can do a better job of planning the floral
decorations when familiar with the general
layout of the church and reception hall. If
the florist is unfamiliar with either or both
facilities, the bride will want to have the
florist visit the church and/or reception
'hail and review any decorating restrictions
with the clergyman and manager of the
reception hall.

When meeting with the florist, the
bride should have with her a list of all the
people who will require flowers; know, if
possible, what they will be wearing;and
have a generous swatch of fabric from the
bridesmaid's dress so the flowers can be
perfectly matched. The florist should also
have a good idea of what the bride's dress
looks like. The florist may actually want to
see the dress Of at least a picture of it.
Flowers will need to be chosen for the

"It Can Be Fun To Plan Your Weddin
An Extravaganza For The Bride &'Groom,
Their Parents and Friends
Saturday, February 9, 1985 9:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Executive Inn Riverfront
with

Blackie Scott
The Bride's Corner

A & I Travel

Wedding gowns and formal wear for
ladies—one-stop for wedding wear

Cniise and honeymoon packages. Plan ahead
with A & I.

Sue Cash

Mr. Penguin

Caterer, Florist, Wedding Cake Designer.

Gentlemen's formal wear
definitive
answer in this area for the wedding party

S & W Productions •
Video taping of weddings and receptions.

Tom McCarthy Studio
Photogratthers par excellence fine portraits Ii
PbotedraPha

bride, groom, parents of the bride and
groom, grandparents, groomsmen, ushers,
bridesmaids, flower girl, ring bearer, and
any other dose relatives of the bride and
groom who will be attending the
wedding. In addition, many brides order
flowers for the people watching the guest
book and gifts, the host and/or hostess for
the reception, their servers at the
reception, and the soloist at the wedding.
Although the bride chooses the flowers,
the groom pays for the bridal bouquet,
the bride's going-away corsage, the
corsages for the two mothers and the
boutonnieres for the men in the wedding.
The bride pays for the remainder of the
flowers.
The bride traditionally carries an allwhite bouquet or one with just i touch of
color. Any flower is suitable for use in the
bridal or bridesmaids' bouquets. However,
if the bride is unfamiliar with a particular
flower she has chosen from a florist's
photograph, she should request to sec a
real sample of the flower so she is SUM it
is exactly what she wants.
The bride may also want to take in her
wedding cake knife and champagne
glasses for the toast to be decorated with
ribbon and/or flowers. In addition, many
wedding cakes today feature fresh flowers
on them. If the bride is planning to have
this done, she must have the florist
contact the baker to arrange the
decoration of the cake with fresh flowers.
When placing her order, the bride
should make arrangements for the flowers
to be delivered to the church or her
home, whichever is more convenient.

Kemp Financial Services
Expert Planning-Taxes-Insurance-Estates

The New Woman

Bernard Lewis & Co.

Hair Core, Make-up, Manicures. Much more
then a beady shop.

Cartdied Gemologists, AGS. Member National
Bridal Service, Bridal & Gift Registry.
Mackie &Va.maulJerkily wadding evert

9:30 A.M. Registration

10:00 A.M. Mrs.Scott's witty & informative presentation

12:00 Noon Luncheon

Throughout the afternoon, Mrs. Scott& the participating experts will be available for consultation.
Browse through the displays, ask questions,attend mini-seminars on varied topics.
Please register early! $7.50 per person includes lunch & the days activities. Use the convenient coupon. For more
information. Call 4.44-6445

MAIL IN THIS COUPON TO REGISTER
It Can be Fun to Plan you Wedding
Executive Inn — Saturday, Feb. 9, 1985
' 9:30 AM-5:00 PM
Name
Address
-Phone

No. of Tickets -

at $7.50 =

Mail this coupon to P.O. Box 28.38*.Paducah, KY 42001'Please enclose your check: We will reserve
at the -door.
s.04
. •
•'

your tickets

From your first cup of coffee of the
day — to the cup you linger over at
night...Make it special, make it First
Colony Coffee
This Week—
Columbian Armenia Supremo
,
Tanzania Killmargrwo
Sumatra Mandheing
Mocha/Java
French Awes! (Decaffeinated)
Espresso "oast
Vi•IIIMPSIi with Cinnamon
Cafe Almondlne (Decaffeinated)
Chocolate Orange

!Free gift to
brides who register

The
PanhandlOr
On the Square

753-6679
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choosing a professional photographer
•

'

Many couples who
plan a formal wedding
also elect to have it
recorded with
professionally-taken
photographs.
Ninety-seven percent
of those responding to a
survey taken by Bride's
magazine said they arranged for'photography
as part of the wedduig.
The average expenditure was $485.
"The best
photographs come from
a good relationship between bridal couple and
photographer," says
Vickie Mal, marketing
director for Professional Photographers of
America, a trade
association of
photographers. She advises couples to shop
carefully,
Most photographers
offer wedding package
plans. Each package
specifies the number of
hours during which the
photographer will be at
the wedding taking pictures as well as the size
of the wedding album
and number of prints
included,
Typically, packages
start around -$350 and
range up to $1,000 or
more. The more costly
--

packages provide for
larger albums, more
photographs and may
also include portrait sittings at the studio,
Besides a feeling of
rapport with the
photographer, it's important' that the couple
like the style the
photographer works in.
Visit several photo
studios before making a
decision. Compare what
each offers and insist on
looking at finished
albums at each studio.
Ask for and check
references, as well, she
suggests,.
-Laje photo studios
ofte employ a number
of photographers. Make
sure that the
photographer you meet
and whose samples you
see is the one who will
actually be doing the
work at your wedding,
she says.
Count on signing a
contract that spells out
what you'll be getting
and how much it will
cost. Since the negatives
will remain with the
photographer and you
will have to order additional prints, ask to see
the price list for copies.
If you decide to have
your wedding

FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 1985
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Newlyweds should shop caretully when
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videotaped as well as
photographed, make
sure both know the other
will be there. Some
video cameras require
bright lights which
make it impossible for
the still photographer to
work.
Videotaping was rare
as recently as 1981 when
only one couple in 100
chose to videotape their
wedding. Nowadays,
fpgreu indicate that one
couple in 15 elects to
videotape the wedding
or parts of it.
: In some areas of the
country, such as Los
Angeles or his own area
of Huntsville, Ala., the
ratio is more like one in
six, says Paul D.
Kennamer.
Those seeking video
cameramen will find an
unusually wide price
range from a low of $150
or so to several thousand dollars, he says. At
the most modest prices,
expect to hire an individual' who may do
videotaping as a part.
time avocation and use
personal home equipment. Going up the
price ladder, at a cost of
between $300 and $500,

(Cont'd on page 10)
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Selection Of Long Or Short
Styles. When You Want To Look
Extra Special For That Special
Occasion. tet Gwen's Friendly-_____Staff Help You With Your
Selection. Choose From Many Colors
Sizes 141
/
2 T024'/2 $54.00 And Up
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• 1162 Kotifu-Cky

AVE
PADUCAH, KY
HWY.148 SO OF HERRIN It.
TOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.
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- Ring-giving began in ancierit times
The use of engagement and wedding
rings can be traced back to the cavemen.
In those times, it was customary for the
caveman to tic strands of grass around the
finger of his betrothed to.signify their
engagement. The wedding ring was
actually a cord of reeds that the man used
to bind himself to the bride's waist to
signify their spirit becoming one. The
more traditional use of gold rings in
wedding ceremonies is believed to have
begun in early Egyptian times.
Inscriptions have been found in wedding
rings dating back as far as 400 B.C. in the
Greek and French cultures.
The ring ceremony performed in the
past was very ritualistic. The clergyman

HILLMARK JEWELERS
BRIDAL REGISTRY
6,000 Nome Brand Items
To Choose From.
FREE GIFT For Each Couple
That Reg.stecs
314 MAIN $T.
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

placed the ring upon an open book,
sprinkled it with holy water and then
blessed it. The groom then picked up the
ring between his right thumb and first
two fingers and placed it on his bride's
thumb saying, "In the name of the
Father." He then moved it to her first
finger stating, "And of the Son;"
transferred it to the second finger stating,
"And of the Holy Ghost;" and finally
placed it on the third finger saying,
"Amen." This tradition has been
replaced with the ritualistic vow that is
said by the groom while placing the ring
directly on the third finger of the bride's
left hand (also repeated by the bride in a
double-ring ceremony).
While it is not necessary, an
engagement ring remains a popular
symbol of love. The- custom of the man
proposing with the engagement ring in
-. hand has fallen into disuse. Tobday most
brides want to help choose the ring they
plan on wearing for a lifetime. What the
couple can afford is usually discussed
before choosing the rings. If the bride
plans on giving a wedding ring to the
groom, it is wise to choose his ring at the
same time so they are well matched.
Although the diamond is still the most
popular gem choice, some brides prefer to
choose a ring with another type of stone,
usually their birthstone. Here are each
month's most popular birthstones and the
meaning attached to each gem.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Garnet
Amethyst
Bloodstone
Diamond
Emerald
Pearl
Ruby
Sardonyx
Sapphire
Opal
Topaz
Turquoise

Constancy
Sincerity
Courage
hanocence
Success in love
Health & long life
Contentment
Felicity
Love
Hope
Fidelity
Prosperity

The engagement ring may be worn any
time after the formal engagement
announcement has been made.
Since it is improper to wear the
wedding ring above the engagement ring,
the engagement ring is usually worn by
the bride on the right hand during the
wedding ceremony and transferred back to
the left hand after the wedding ceremony.
Engraving wedding bands is still
popular. Usually the bride and groom's
initials and the wedding date are engraved
on the inside of the wedding band. If
there is room, sometimes a sentiment is
also included in the inscription.

Flowers Designed For You And
Your Special Day
•Free Consultation
•Fresh and Silk Flowers
•Brass Equipment
Rental Available
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Southern couples return to conservative ceremo
nies

ATLANTA (AP
—
Southern couples, after
a fling with holding weddings in unusual places
and saying nontraditional vows, have
returned to the "God,
country. and apple pie"
marriage ceremonies
favored by their
parents.
"Couples are getting
back to being a little
more conservative,"
says Carolyn Hodges,
who followed wedding
trends for 32 years as
women's editor and
later living editor with
the Anderson, S.C., Independent. "After the
great sexual revolution,
there's been sort .of a
return to conservatism
in weddings."
'It's sorta' like
Reagan's 'God, country
and apple pie,' all that
stuff," says Sharon Parrish, owner of Cupid's
Bridal Center in
Lilburn, Ga. "That's
where people are
comfortable.
""I'he emphasis is on
traditionalism. It's
more prevalent here
and now than 10 years
ago — getting married
and having the big wedding," says Mrs. Parrish, whose shop
handles all aspects of
putting on a wedding.
"There were times
when couples were going out In fields, flower
children and all that.
Now the basic, tradi-

tional church wedding is
most popular."
Wedding tradition in
the South, however,
does not include mahy
of the customs considered standard in
weddings elsewhere in
the United States.
The chief difference is
in the reception. In the
South, it generally is
held in a room in a
church and features
"finger food" and
punch, often nonalcoholic.
"I don't feel the South
is ever going to be a
large Market for the
dance, open bar, sitdown dinner wedding,"
Mrs. Parrish says.
','We've had Northerners trying to put
this on in the South and
people don't know what
to do. They ask, 'Is this
a wedding?' That's not
what they're used to."
The reception, along
with the bride's wedding
gown; is the main
variant in the cost of a
wedding, which Mrs.
Parrish says could run
from about $2,000 to
$6,000.
For a "budget" wedding, Mrs. Parrish says
the bride would wear a
$300 gown, have simple
flowers, a cake-andpunch reception and buy
a moderate picture
package. A moderately
priced • wedding would
be much the same, except the gown would be

more expensive and
more varieties of food
would be- served at. the
reception.
But to go all-out,"You
can spend $1,000 on the
gown easily, a sit-down
dinner, open bar, $1,000
on pictures," she says.
Total cost? "No sweat,
$5,000 to $6,000."
The ceremony itself
hasn't changed much
although. Mrs. Parrish
says, 'there's a lot of
sentimentality: Parents
involved with readings
or tokens given to the
mothers of the brides.
Symbols of unity, all
those little extra things
to make it really
meaningful
"A lot of people are
'adding communion to

their services," she
says, and videotaping
the ceremony "is a big
thing.
When it comes to paying for the wedding —

A-

((bard on page It)

"That's just
something from deep
within that's always
been there," Mrs. Parrish says. "You want
the best for your kids."
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Beautiful full color prints
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Why Trust Your Precious Memories
To Anyone But A Professional?
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Wells Studio has
many years of experience backing
every photograph
made at yosur wedding.

Here are pointers
on choosing music
The right music livens up a reception
and makes it memorable for the guests
and the newlywed couple. The bride and
groom will enjoy the reception much more
by keeping these points in mind when
choosing a band or orchestra.
• Decide how much money you can
afford to spend on music for the
reception. Remember, price is usually
based on the number of musicians in
the band and the length of time they
'play.
•Select a band or orchestra that comes
highly recommended or one you have
personally heard and liked. •Discuss your music preferences with the.
band leader. Try to also consider your
guests' choice in music so everyone,will •
enjby the music at the reception.
•Inform the band leader of the size of
the room. He or she may want to make

still .considered an expense of the bride's
family — parents continue to stretch wallets
as far as they will go,
and sometimes further.
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With Our Wedding Specialists.
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More than 300,000 tied knot in June
WASHINGTON (AP )
— Americans marched
to the altar last June at
the highest rate in
years, government
statistics indicate.
Some 306,000
American couples tied

the knot in June, according to figures4ol1ected
by the National Center - for Health Statistics.
That's a rate of 15.8
marriages per 1,000
Americans — the
highest level for any one

month since June 1978,
when the rate was 16.0.
But despite the surge
in Jane — traditionally
the most popular month
for weddings — the national marriage rate remained relatively level

•••

From St. Louis
Includes Hotel And Airfare
Per Person, Dbl. Occ.

4

WAIKIKI BEACH SPECIAL
HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE

Holiday Includes:

•Round Trip Air Fare via Wide-Body Jet, Including Meal and Beverage
Service
•7 Nights Accommodations at the Hotel Hilton Hawaiian Village
•Fresh Flower Lei Greeting
•Round Trip Transfers in Honolulu Including Porterage and Baggage Tips,
2 Bags per Person
•Pearl Harbor Sail on 72 Foot Hilton Catamaran "Rainbow 1"
*Pleasant Continental Breakfast
'Full Color Memory Album (1 per Room)
'Membership in Pleasant's Beautiful, New Waikiki Beach Club Including
a Complimentry Mai Tai Cocktail
•Services of Pleasant Holiday Counselors at our Service Desks in Waikiki
to Advise and Assist You Throughout Your Stay

FAR LANDS
TR NEL AGENCY

on an annual basis.
Barbara Wilson of the
statistics center suggested two factors may
have resulted in the
jump in marriages in
June:
There were five Saturdays in June, she
pointed out, which Increasep the likelihood of
weddings in the month
because half of all weddings are held on
Saturday.
But, she added, the increase in the June marriage rate, without a
corresponding hike in
the annual rate, may
also show that people
are being more
deliberate in their wedding plans.
Couples who plan to
marry may increasingly be choosing the time
when vacations are
easier to schedule and
the weather may be better for outdoor parties,
she suggested.
For the 12 mon& ending June 1984, the marriage rate was 10.5 per
1,000, close to the 10.6
recorded in the year
that ended with June
1983.
The number of marriages in the United
States has been increasing in recent years, but
only enough to keep
pace with the growth of
the population, causing
the rate to remain
relatively steady, Ms.
Wilson observed.
The nation's annual
marriage rate peaked at
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753-2835

Member National Bridal Service

12.2 per 1,000 persons in
1945 with the end of
World War II, a time
when young men were
returning from the service, forming families
and launching the
subsequent Baby Boom
generation.
But the rate dropped
to 9.3 a decade later —
the first time it fell
below 10 since the hard
economic times of the
Depression — and bottomed at 8.5 in 1960.
After that low, the
rate began climbing
steadily again, reaching
10.6 in 1970,_twl...the annual rate has remained
in that general area

since then.
June's 15.8 per 1,000
marriage rate for one
month was well above
the 15.1 rate recorded in
June of 1983. The 'rate
was 15.3 in June of both
1981 and 1982. In June
1980, the rate was 14.9,
down from 15.4 in June
1979.
The last peak, 16 in
June 1978, came in a
month with only four
Saturdays, in contrast
to the five available for
weddings this year.
Ms. Wilson noted that
while June is the most
popular wedding month,
August and December
are also often chosen.

(Cont'd from page 11)

sound system adjustments to accommodate 1 larger room Of add' MOM
musicians if it is an orchestra.
•Discuss with the band leader the band's
dress. You may not want the band
wearing casual clothes if the reception is
very formal.
•Discuss with the band leader exactly
when you want them to begin playing.
You may want them to start.
immediately upon your arrival, or if a
sit-down meal is served, you will want
them to start after the bridal party is
through eating.
•Make any special music requests, like
the one for the traditional first dance,
ahead of time to make sure the band
knows the song. If not, you may have
to choose an alternate song.
•Determine if you want the band leader
to .act as a master of ceremonies —
announcing things like the tossing of
the bridal bouquet and garter — or if
you want more of a low-key event.
• Make sure the band is available to play
longer if there is a possibility you may
want to ask them to do so. Also, be •
-prepared to py.them for
t.extra
fink.
•Don't let the substantial costs of hiring
a band stop you from having music at
your reception. Taped music can add a
great deal to a reception at a fraction of
the cost.

